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Abstract

Current approaches to sentiment analysis utilise sentiment lexicons such as SentiWordNet or Harvard’s General Inquirer. Sentiment lexicons are dictionaries which associate a word with its sentiment (positive, negative or neutral). There are, however, problems with existing sentiment lexicons; they can contain noisy and inconsistent data (SentiWordNet), they can be quite limited in coverage (General Inquirer) and they are not finely-tuned to particular text types or subject domains. This project’s aim is to address such problems by developing a methodology which, given labeled data in a particular domain, will create a sentiment lexicon for that domain. The research in this project is concerned with user reviews taken from a database of labelled reviews from the website tripadvisor.ie, but will create a generalizable model which can be applied to any domain in creating sentiment lexicon.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Sentiment Analysis is a young and growing field of research which incorporates methods from computational linguistics, natural language processing and data mining in order to extract the sense or opinion behind a given text. One approach is to determine the polarity of lexical items. Once the polarity of a lexical item has been obtained, it may be combined with the polarity of other items in a given document, and combined in syntactic structures in order to obtain the polarity the document. Such methods rely on a sentiment lexicon such as SentiWordNet and General Inquirer, a dictionary of words and indicators of their polarities, as the items found in documents are checked off against the values in these lexicons. The indicators used may take many forms, for example, SentiWordNet uses numerical scoring on three possible categories (Objectivity, Positivity, Negativity) where there sum accounts to one. General Inquirer was multiple categories which a given token may or may not be denoted to be a member of. This project is concerned with the generation of such lexicons. This report will begin with a general description of sentiment analysis, underlining commonly used approaches, and looking at current work on developing sentiment lexicons such as SentiWordNet and the General Inquirer. From this a motivation for this project will be put forward. After this, an overview of the stages and aims of the project will be provided. We can then go in depth into these stages of de-
velopment, describing fully the reasoning behind each stage of the project and how it was implemented, looking first at machine-learning approaches and then statistical testing. Machine learning will treat a given review as a feature vector which is classified by the rating which accompanies it. The machine learning technique of feature selection will then be used to discover the terms with the strongest link to the given class. In the second approach, the statistical tests of chi-square and pointwise mutual information will be used to test how strong the link between a given word and a given class is. The next section will analyse the use of both approaches and evaluate both of these with respect to creating a sentiment lexicon. This chapter will also feature a discussion of the creation of a lexicon according to these methods. The final section will include conclusions that have been arrived at in the course of this research, highlighting its strengths and what can be carried forward into further research but also what did not go to plan, and possible solutions to eradicate such problems.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter commences with a discussion of what exactly is being investigated, a general overview of approaches to sentiment analysis, describing the most common approaches with examples. As this work is primarily concerned with the creation sentiment lexicons, two existing lexicons, *SentiWordNet* and *General Inquirer*, will be presented and examined. In analyzing these lexicons a motivation for the development of this project will be put forward. The chapter ends with an outline of general aims and stages in the project development and concluding remarks.

2.2 An overview of sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis is a relatively new and fast-growing form of textual analysis[2]. The causes of the recent surge in research on the topic are outlined in pg. 4,5[2] as follows; “the rise of machine learning methods in natural language processing and information retrieval ... the availability of datasets for machine learning algorithms to be trained on, due to the blossoming of the World Wide Web and, specifically, the development of review-aggregation web-sites ... realization of the fascinating intellectual challenges and commercial and
intelligence applications that the area offers.” This is all without saying what it actually does. In short, it is a process used to determine if a given document’s sentiment toward some object. A good example of such a document would be a product review, where the writer expresses their sentiment towards the product.

At first glance, it doesn’t seem necessary for an application to perform sentiment analysis, as we can ascertain the sentiment by simply reading the review. However, the problem arises when we are dealing with hundred’s of thousands of documents as to evaluate all of the reviews by reading would be impractical and very time consuming. The perfect solution for this would be to get a machine to do all the dirty work given all these documents and outputting the overall sentiment towards the object in question [13] or a summary of the review [9].

Such software is already available¹ and has been implemented as Alex Wright reports an incident relating to the ticket vendor in relation to a rained out baseball game[21]:

“Stadium officials mistakenly told hundreds of fans that the game had been cancelled, and StubHub denied fans requests for refunds, on the grounds that the game had actually been played. But after spotting trouble brewing online, the company offered discounts and credits to the affected fans. It is now re-evaluating its bad weather policy.”

Such applications may take different approaches in determining the sentiment of a document. The first approach would take in documents which are annotated with some sort of polarity, then models can be generated using text categorisation methods. From this, the sentiment on a word level may

¹http://www.scoutlabs.com/ - Last verified, February, 2009
be determined[16]. A second approach would begin at the word level, assigning each word a sentiment polarity which has been taken from a sentiment lexicon, and then building up to document level. Such an approach using compositional semantics has been outlined in [3] although in must be stated that approaches using this approach work on the basis that the semantics of a term is equal to its sentiment, thus applying a notion of “compositional sentiment”. For the latter, sentiment lexicons are quite important as the overall sentiment of a document relies on the sentiment of all its components and how they interact.

1. There was a lot of noise in the morning

The above example shows the need for the correct assignment of sentiment polarity. In 1, the key word for defining the sentiment of the sentence is the term ‘noise’. However, most approaches concern themselves with adjectives[6] or verbs[14], which would lead to an incorrect classification of 1 as ‘noise’ is a noun. This example can be generalized as a lot of nouns may contain sentiment[11]. Two sentiment lexicons, SentiWordNet and General Inquirer will be described in the next section.

2.3 Existing Lexicons

2.3.1 SentiWordNet

SentiWordnet\[2\] is a sentiment lexicon based upon WordNet\[3\] containing 147,278 synsets, which is free for use for academic research. Its approach took synsets from WordNet and then evaluated its polarity according to three numerical scores, $Obj$, $Pos$ and $Neg$. These scores range between 0.0 and 1.0 and the sum for each synset is equal to 1.0. Although lexicons are more than often concerned with just words, a synset comprises of several words. With Senti-
WordNet, there is no distinction between the senses of these words, therefore all are given the same score. A simple example of this is given in [5];

“the synset [estimable(3)], corresponding to the sense may be computed or estimated of the adjective estimable, has an Obj score of 1.0 (and Pos and Neg scores of 0.0), while the synset [estimable(1)] corresponding to the sense deserving of respect or high regard has a Pos score of 0.75, a Neg score of 0.0, and an Obj score of 0.25.”

The approach undertaken in the construction of SentiWordNet implements a ternary classifier. A classifier is an algorithm which may learn from data given to it in order to predict a class for other datasets. This classifier was semi-supervised, meaning that it was given some data which had already been labelled by humans. From this, the classifier classifies the synsets according to the three possible values. If the classifiers used in determining the scores classified it unanimously, it is then given the maximum score for that value in the synset. Otherwise, it is given a score proportional to the number of classifiers that assigned it[5]. The training data began as a set of 105 manually labelled positive, negative and objective synsets. The number of synsets was then incremented using classifiers.

Given its approach in working with synsets it has some clear advantages such as for word sense disambiguation. Synsets contain syntactic information also, the lexical items are accompanied by part-of-speech(POS) tags, something which it has in common with the General Inquirer which will be described in the next section.

### 2.3.2 General Inquirer

The General Inquirer⁴ is a sentiment lexicon where words are tagged from four sources. These four sources are outlined below:

• the Harvard IV-4 dictionary
• the Lasswell value dictionary
• several categories recently constructed
• marker categories

The Harvard IV-4 dictionary contains categories which apply the ideas of Charles Osgood regarding semantic differentials. These differentials describe the intensity of a term through combination. This is something implemented throughout the dictionary, in that the sentiment of each term is defined by the combination of categories. The Harvard IV-4 dictionary contains 14 other types of categories which are listed below:

• Words of pleasure, pain, virtue and vice
• Words indicating overstatement and understatement
• Words reflecting the language of a particular “institution”
• Words referring to roles, collectivities, rituals and forms of interpersonal relations
• Ascriptive social categories as well as general references to people and animals
• References to places, locations and routes between them
• References to objects
• Processes of communication
• Motivation-related words
• other process or change words

5http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/ inquirer/lasswell.htm - March, 2010
• cognitive orientation
• Pronouns and names
• Negation and interjections
• Verb types
• Adjective types

The second dictionary used is the Lasswell value dictionary. This dictionary is divided into four dereference domains: power, rectitude, respect and affiliation and four welfare domains: wealth, well-being, enlightenment and skill. These domains may be further divided into subcategories.

The marker categories described are much like part-of-speech tags, which are important in word sense disambiguation. The dictionary itself is available in a number of formats, as a spreadsheet, a Microsoft word file or web retrieval. Web retrieval methods have proven the most successful for automation although it is still possible using all formats. Like SentiWordNet it’s freely open to those for research purposes, although its size is much smaller. With SentiWordNet accounting for 147,278 individual tokens,\(^6\) as opposed to General Inquirer’s 11789. This is due to the fact that work done in the creation of the General Inquirer was done manually, contributed to by volunteers and the addition of the already existing dictionaries.

Another key difference is the classification of words. As we saw for SentiWordNet, there are 3 possible categories and the words are scored numerically. General Inquirer’s classifications differ in that there is no numerical score,(instead it is binary in that it subscribes to a category or does not) but the words are accompanied by tags indicating which categories they belong to, but also there is no limit to the number of categories a token may have.

\(^6\)http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/man/wnstats.7WN.html#toc2 - Last verified, March, 2010
These categories may range from positive and negative, or it can include more precise measures such as strong, weak, passive and active. The fact that there is no limit on these categories invites people to contribute other categories to the lexicon to give a greater classification of sentiment to the tokens. However, this may work against the consistency of the General Inquirer as the only stipulation it has as regards creating categories is that it must have a unique name. Given the sentiment is such a subjective topic, and human evaluation is used, classifications may be rendered incompatible.

2.4 Motivation

Although the sentiment lexicons have their own advantages, there are disadvantages which do not just apply to those described above. Firstly, sentiment lexicons which are created manually are often limited in their coverage, as shown by the relatively few tokens accounted for by the General Inquirer lexicon. On the other side of things, large automatically constructed lexicons may contain a lot of noise and can be inaccurate in the sentiment analysis of several domains. This has been investigated in [4], where SentiWordNet was evaluated in classifying both news articles and user reviews, which gave some interesting points. As regards news articles, it was quite unsuccessful in determining their polarity, citing the neutral writing style of news articles. The overall accuracy of classifications stood at 40% on 535 news articles. The problem lies in the approach used. It was a rule based approach which denotes that all documents are to be considered negative if there is insufficient data to show it to be positive. The removal of such a rule, and instead treat the articles as “neutral” may have seen an improvement in results. In the case of reviews, analysis was relatively successful. But it stipulates that “a classifier trained on documents of one domain is not transferable to other domains without a significant drop in accuracy” pg. 5[4]. Accuracy being the percentage of documents with correctly classified opinion (positivity Vs. negativity). Given this, it’s clear that multi-domain sentiment analysis is
difficult using a “catch all” sentiment lexicon.

The difficulty in applying such lexicons is best described in the following example;

“A quick search on Tweetfeel, for example, reveals that 77 percent of recent tweeters liked the movie ‘Julie and Julia.’ But the same search on Twitrratr reveals a few misfires. The site assigned a negative score to a tweet reading ‘julie and julia was truly delightful!!’ That same message ended with we all felt very hungry afterwards and the system took the word hungry to indicate a negative sentiment.” [21]

Taking this example into account, it can be seen that sentiment analysis across multiple-domains is much more difficult than working in a single domain. But approaches taken, in particular, that of those creating General Inquirer, are time consuming, and limited in their coverage. Therefore, parts of both approaches may be implemented to attain the desired results. Firstly, as multi-domain analysis is particularly difficult, domains must be separated, thus there is a need for domain specific sentiment lexicons. However, doing this by hand would be very time consuming. Therefore the approach needs to be automated or semi-automated. This project will provide a basis in creating such an approach. Such a methodology would take in a set of labelled data, with the output being the sentiment associated with corresponding words. This kind of approach would eliminate problems such as that caused in the above example. As it’s not often that the word hungry would be used in film reviews, and if it were it may be more often in a positive light; “it left me hungry for more” as opposed to the context of restaurant reviews. The next section will highlight the aims defined and stages undertaken in order to develop such a methodology.
2.5 What is meant by sentiment?

Sentiment analysis is a form of textual analysis used to determine the opinion a text contains which can be extended to subjectivity analysis whereby the level of subjectivity within a text is assessed. Opinion mining focuses on how a given object is perceived i.e. the opinion or sentiment expressed towards it. Subjectivity analysis analyzes the extent to which a given text is subjective/objective. An example application would be used in assessing in how impartial a news article referring to a political candidate is, to avoid bias. In the realm of opinion mining (sentiment analysis), the views towards the candidate is assessed.

One could argue that these opinions are the underlying semantics of the lexical forms. In this case, certain constituents would be more meaningful than others, for example, adjectives and adverbs[15] would indicate more than nouns. This is often true. If we were to try assess the “sentiment polarity” i.e the negativity or positivity given to a word, of the the adjective “great” and the noun “fish” in and of themselves, there is not much to talk about. The word great would more than likely be seen as a positive term whereas fish would be largely neutral. However, the importance of nouns is more clearly depicted in the use of “love” and “hate”, as both words have inherent sentiment, but would be discarded if we were to treat only adjectives and adverbs as sentiment bearing words. To take another example sentence, in particular the noun “noise” it could be interpreted differently. In the context of a hotel review, it is clear that noise is something to be avoided as nobody wants to stay in a noisy hotel. So if we were to take nouns completely out of the picture the following sentence could give an incorrect assessment.

- There was noise all night at this hotel

If we were to discount the noun “noise”, this sentence would be marked as objective, which is clearly not the case.
There can be the argument on the level of lexical semantics that such terms
do not give much in the way of sentiment (like the interpretation of “fish”),
so it may be possible to differentiate the two. The semantics of a word is
vital in determining a sentiment loaded term, but it is not all that is needed.
It may be argued that the sentiment or opinion loaded into a word is defined
by association.

In light of the arguments that some text may be incorrectly classified if we
were to discount nouns and that the semantics identified may not be in tune
with sentiment classified, we must clarify the position on sentiment bearing
tokens. A sentiment bearing item may be defined as any word which indicates
an association with a particular sentiment polarity i.e. negativity, positivty,
neutrality. In the case of this project, the association is manifested in the link
of the word with a rating class. The idea of rating classes will be discussed
in the next chapter. Such a definition allows things like subjectivity, or the
use of uppercase letters as markers of sentiment.

In the next section, the approach used to apply this notion of sentiment is
outlined.

2.6 Outline of Project

The overall aim of this project was to develop a methodology in creating
domain specific sentiment lexicons from labelled texts. However, within this
there are a number of subtasks and issues which need to be addressed. The
first being to decide upon a data source. Web user reviews from the site
TripAdvisor were chosen as the data source. Firstly, it deals with a very
specific subject domain, that of hotels. Also, each review text is annotated
or labeled with a set of ratings, giving not just an indication of positivity
or negativity towards a given hotel but more fine grained sentiments such
as value. Once this had been decided, it was then a question of how to
gather the data and how best to store it. Finding the most suitable method
of storage would consist of weighting the methods of file systems against RBDMS.

Two approaches were investigated in order to find sentiment loaded words. The first approach consisted of using machine learning algorithms, known as classifiers in order to find which words predict the classification of a document. This in turn required more data formatting to make it readable by the machine learning software. The second approach implemented statistical tests based on the frequencies of words. For this, two tests were used, namely: Pearson’s Chi-Square; Mutual Information. Again this required some new data formatting to make it readable for the programs performing the tests. After performing these tests, it was a question of what statistic provided the most useful information and also what approach best identified the sentiment loaded terms in order to create the lexicon.

2.7 Conclusion

This chapter introduced key concepts and approaches in sentiment analysis. The role of sentiment lexicons and how they are generated was then outlined in reference to the SentiWordNet and General Inquirer lexicon’s. In examining these lexicons, it was found that there are problems in multi-domain analysis, and also size problems with manually created lexicons. This gives the motivation for the project, where a methodology is to be developed in generating subject-domain specific sentiment lexicons, thus eliminating the problems of other approaches. This is not to say that this approach is without its problems. In processing such a large amount of data, in particular as the data is unedited and may contain a lot of inconsistencies, there is a lot of noise. This along with other problems encountered will be discussed in chapter 5. Following the motivation for this project, an outline of the project was then given, highlighting the aims of the project and the course of action taken in its development.
Chapter 3
Data

3.1 Introduction

This chapter fleshes out the first part of the outline provided in the previous chapter. The primary concerns of this chapter is to highlight the importance of data in this project. Firstly, methods of retrieving data are discussed along with the ethical considerations for such accumulation. The second section will describe how the data was represented and why this form of representation was selected.

3.2 Acquiring Data

Before any analysis could be done, data first needed to be collected. As this project is founded on user reviews on the web, the most straightforward approach would have been to use a webcrawler. A webcrawler (or spider or robot) is a program which can be run on a local machine, from which it sends requests to a seed url. A webcrawler will crawl pages by parsing a given pages html source code, searching for links in it, adding them to the search frontier and the process is repeated. Typically these searches are performed in a depth-first fashion with which a depth bound is implemented, although other applications may utilise a breadth first approach. As is true
with search strategies in general, both approaches have their advantages and
disadvantages. A depth first approach can prove troublesome in that it may
reach a stage of infinite looping, whereas a breadth first can have problems
due to the scope for links on-line as it has an exponential search space. My
initial approach was using a data mining application named WebHarvest with
an extension to become a webcrawling application.

For a website which provides a service, any information it contains is quite
valuable and also bandwidth may be of huge importance. As webcrawling
programs may download such information or also may send thousands of
requests to a website which could possibly cause it to crash. For this reason,
there is etiquette to be respected when it comes to trawling the web for
information. This etiquette is known as the **Robots Exclusion Standard**. This
standard comes in the form of a simple text document labeled *robots.txt*. This
text file features instructions for web robots upon accessing the domain. If
the owner of a website wishes to to this, the file must be located in the root
of the web site hierarchy i.e. given ‘www.123.com/’ the file will be located at
’www.123.com/robots.txt’. This file is accessed before crawling commences
and the instructions are parsed. Rules located in the file follow a rigid format,
which was decided upon in 1994 by members of robots-request@nexor.co.uk.
The format is as follows;

![Image of sample robots.txt file]

Figure 3.1: Sample robots.txt file showing structure

In figure 3.1, User-agent denotes the name of the robot (*' represents
all web crawlers) and Disallow will specify which directories of the web sites
hierarchy may not be accessed by the given robot. This represents the stan-
The standard format of the robots.txt file but there are also non-standard extensions. Such extended formats may specify what is allowed as well as what is disallowed, give the sitemap of the web site or directives of how many requests may be made to the site.

Web-sites also feature terms and conditions of usage as well as a robots.txt file. Many sites such as tripadvisor.com receive many hits and so bandwidth is imperative to them, so in their terms they outlined that the site may not be crawled without consent from tripadvisor. For this reason, a dialogue with tripadvisor was opened.

The program used to perform crawling was WebHarvest\textsuperscript{1}. The initial idea was to pull down a set of webpages from TripAdvisor which contained reviews. Then a program developed for this project could parse through the HTML code and extract the review and other necessary information, such as the rating which accompanies the review. This parser was developed but was never fully used as the dialogue with TripAdvisor took time to develop, other resources were sought.

Fortunately, Carl Vogel had access to a previous database of reviews and ratings taken from TripadVisor.ie which was to be used in the analysis. As this data was accumulated with other work in mind, a bit of reworking with the data was needed and new tables were generated using this base representation in order to make it compatible with the work to be done. The next section will feature a discussion of how the data is stored and represented and also the processes undertaken in creating the representation.

### 3.3 Data Representation

This section will feature a description of how the dataset was stored, why this method of storage was used, and also how other data was accumulated.

\textsuperscript{1}http://web-harvest.sourceforge.net/ - Last Verified, October, 2010
from the dataset.

**RDBMS & MySQL**

Data used in this project was all stored on a local MySQL database. MySQL is an open-source relational database system developed by Sun Microsystems. There were several reasons as to why I picked a relational database and in particular, MySQL. Firstly, relational databases are a secure and persistent means of data storage. This does not particularly set it apart from file systems, their main advantage is in the speed of retrieval of data. For instance, using a file system for this task, the reviews would need to be organised with respect to each rating category. Other approaches within the file system would require extensive searching for elements, such as certain words, rating categories etc. With an RDBMS, the need for such searching is eliminated as data can be retrieved by simple SQL queries.

I chose MySQL in particular for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is open-source software, thus people who wish to use this methodology are not limited to using a proprietary product. It has been proven to be useful and provide enough functionality for companies such as Yahoo and Google.\(^2\) Also it is not limited to one particular operating system, so the approach I have researched is not limited. It also has a lot of possibilities as regards coding. As a lot of API’s are available for numerous programming languages, this approach can be modified to suit how comfortable one may be with a programming language.

**Reviews & Ratings**

Reviews on the TripAdvisor.ie website are accompanied by a lot of data other than the text itself. Such as the hotel being reviewed, along with various ratings for the given hotel. The initial dataset obtained contained fillers for this information and more, so for this reason a new data table was created in order to store data directly relevant to this exercise. The data

\(^2\)www.mysql.com - Last verified, March, 2010
table contained the review text, and the eight possible ratings for a hotel which are \{value, rooms, location, cleanliness, service, checkin, business, overallrating\}. The names of these rating categories are self-explanatory in what aspect of the hotel to which they refer. The overallrating is not a composite score given all the other values but instead is an indication of the reviewer’s overall assessment of the hotel in question. These ratings may have the values of 0,2,4,6,8,10 except for the OverallRating which cannot be zero due to a constraint by TripAdvisor on review submission.

The table also contains an id value, which is used by TripAdvisor itself in order to uniquely identify a given review. This attribute is important in that it uniquely identifies reviews as if only a subset of reviews is needed, they can easily be created and duplicates can be checked for. The resulting data table contained 43300 reviews and the structure of the table is described in table 3.1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CONSTRAINT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Id</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>Primary Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OverallRating</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooms</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleanliness</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkin</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Reviews

This data table allowed easy access to the reviews for analysis and provided the basis for all further data derived. Derived data came in the form of word frequency lexicons and also feature vectors which will be described
in the next section and section 4.2.2, respectively.

**Word Frequency Lexicons**

Word frequencies can be powerful in identifying words which have links to a given rating class. For example, if a token occurs more times in context A than in context B, the more likely it is tied to context A than context B. However, this is a brute force method and can be interpreted incorrectly. For instance, if we ask the question why is it more frequent in this context, we may look at the total number of tokens in this context and see that there are far more tokens in this context than in the others, which could render the difference in frequency of a token between contexts meaningless. Despite this, it is still useful in giving an indication as to what to expect. In initial stages of the project, work commenced with analysis of reviews ordered by their overall rating. That is to say, 5 rating classes were defined; r2, r4, r6, r8, r10. This allowed work for the polarity of words to be developed without having to contemplate specific issues as to whether it refers to a specific aspect of the hotel as with other ratings categories like service or value.

The above refers to the creation of word frequency lexicons specific to a given class; however, it was also important to create the frequencies for all words, irrespective of rating class or category type. This frequency lexicon is simply the sum of the frequencies taken from the rating class specific lexicons. There were two motivations for doing this. Firstly, it creates a reference point for frequencies generated for specific classes i.e. the specific frequency count for a word can be compared to that of the overall in order to inspect differences in distributions. The second reason was to create an indexing system, which would lend itself in data formatting for Weka which will be described in the next chapter. Thirdly, it allows singleton tokens to be identified, as they are largely insignificant, particularly for the task at hand. The structure for the rating specific frequency lexicons were all the same; however, the total frequency table was slightly different. The structure
of both tables are outlined in the tables below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CONSTRAINT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>word</td>
<td>VARCHAR(50)</td>
<td>Primary Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freq</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Rating Specific Frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CONSTRAINT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Id</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>Primary Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word</td>
<td>VARCHAR(50)</td>
<td>unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freq</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Word Frequency Lexicon

In counting the frequencies of tokens, all misspellings, words in uppercase/lowercase were treated as different words. The reason for this is that we are dealing with sentiment, in this case, how the reviewer felt at the time of writing. An example would be that someone who is angry about their experience may type quite quickly and be more error prone. Given this, the implemented algorithm was quite simple. The approach was to pull down all reviews, then go through a process of tokenizing the review, and simply counting the words. If the table already contained the given token, its count would be incremented, if it was not in the table, it was put in the table with a default frequency value of 1. Given the number of words (7,052,901) in the database, the same number of SQL statements needed to be executed which caused poor execution time for the program. To rectify this, the program was slightly altered. Instead of directly modifying the datatable, the tokens were placed in a hashtable, and all modifications were made to this hashtable. Once counting was completed, a simple flush, which consisted of inserting the elements into the database, was executed, drastically improving performance.
Investigated Rating Categories

At this point, it must be set out that categories other than overallrating were not investigated. This is due to what was outlined in section 3.3, where rating categories other than overallrating may have a value of zero. In analyzing the dataset, it was found that a lot of these other values were, in fact, zero. However, it was not clear as to whether these zero-values corresponded to a negative feeling towards one aspect of hotels or, seeing as it is not compulsory to fill out these values, people did not fill them out and so they were defaulted to zero. As a result, the only category which was clear in how it was marked was overallrating and thus was the only one investigated. The rating classes in the overall rating category can be classified as in table 3.4 to show how they will correspond to a sentiment value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Sentiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Very negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Very Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Showing correspondence of ratings and sentiment

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, methods and restrictions on retrieval of information from the web was discussed. This was followed by a description of the best format for representing the data, why it was chosen and how it was implemented. In the next chapter, we will see how the analysis of this data was implemented.
Chapter 4

Outline of Approaches Used in Analyzing the Data

4.1 Introduction

This chapter features a discussion of the methods implemented to discover the sentiment loaded items in the reviews. The first approach described is using the machine learning toolkit Weka. In describing the approach used with Weka, the necessary formatting of data will also be outlined. The second section depicts a statistical approach posited to examine sentiment loaded terms in reviews. This approach incorporates further reformatting and also two statistical tests, namely: Chi-square and Pointwise Mutual Information. The theory behind these tests will feature as well as a discussion of their implementation.

4.2 Working with Weka

Weka is a machine learning toolkit developed in Java by The University of Waikato. ¹ There were several reasons as to why this toolkit in particular was selected. Firstly, it is an open-source software, governed by the GNU

¹http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ - Last Verified, April, 2010
General Public License\textsuperscript{2}. As this project’s aim is to develop a general methodology, it was in the best interests of the project to stop it being restricted to proprietary software. All algorithms implemented in this toolkit are freely available subject to license and can therefore be implemented by anybody, if they do not wish to use just this one toolkit. Secondly, the code is all contained in a jar file, a file which contains compressed code of a given program, which can be utilised in a developer’s own code. So all the groundwork is given, and the developer does not have to spend hours developing a suitable algorithm. Instead, this package be taken and built upon, where only fine-tuning is needed not ground up development.

Machine learning tools are often used in document classification, however this was not the case for this project. This is not to say that it could not prove helpful. In the initial approach, the reviews were split into training and test datasets, the test sets were manipulated changing featured words to see could it change their classification. The second approach taken with Weka consisted of using its Attribute Selection algorithms. These algorithms function inversely to classification algorithms, in that they select the attributes which are seen in the most important in the classification process. The approach using Weka will be assessed in the final chapter.

### 4.2.1 Weka Data Formatting

The most common way in which data is input into weka is using the `.arff` (Attribute-Relation File Format) file format. This formatting, as seen below, outlines the name of the relation in question, what its attributes are, also what types these attributes are. This representations format is the standard method of representing datasets in which its instances are unordered and independent of one another. Attributes may be of four data types, numeric, string, nominal and date. Numeric attributes may be specified as real or integers, the string class is used for representing textual data, the nominal data types are defined by the type attribute.

\textsuperscript{2}http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html - Last Verified, April, 2010
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class is used for representing the possibility for a number of values which are user-defined, for example, the declaration `@attribute binary {true,false}` denotes that the attribute binary may only have a value of 'true' or 'false'.[10]

Figure 4.1: A sample .arff file

The standard ARFF format is quite useful; however, given the vastness of the feature space in question and also that all reviews cannot contain all the words in the frequency lexicon, it was adequate to represent the datasets in the sparse file format. The feature space in the case of ARFF files is represented in the data section. Whereas the attributes section corresponds to the features themselves. Each row in the data section is equivalent to a feature vector. The sparse format features the same header as a regular ARFF file, describing the relation and its attributes, the sole difference being the representation of the data itself. An example the layout of the data section of a sparse ARFF file can be seen below in figure 4.2. This example is based on figure 4.1, with one added attribute “emptyval” which is an empty value used to show how the sparse file format handles zero-valued features.

This form of representation removes the impracticality of explicitly ex-
pressing a sparse matrix by including all zero-valued attributes (in this case, zero-valued attributes are words which do not occur in a given review). This can be highlighted in particular by the example found in the dataset, a review containing 11 unique words. Given that the whole lexicon consisted initially of 83631 words, that would mean including 83610 zero-valued attributes as opposed to the 11 meaningful attributes. The mean number of tokens contained in reviews comes to 183.2, with the longest review coming to 515 tokens and the shortest being 11 tokens. Even taking the longest review leaves 83116 zero-valued attributes. For this reason, the sparse file format proved to be quite useful, reducing the explicit vector space dramatically.

As seen in the example, the data representation looks quite different to the standard format. Firstly, instances must be enclosed within curly braces. Also, due to the fact that many attributes may be missing in an instance, weka must have some way of knowing what attribute you are giving the value for. For this reason, each attribute in an instance is represented as ⟨INDEX⟩ (VALUE), where ⟨INDEX⟩ is the index of the attribute in the attribute block of the header and the ⟨VALUE⟩ corresponds to the value of the attribute.
Along with this, sparse datasets often include one 'class' attribute, that is an attribute which puts each instance into a specific class. This attribute is often a nominal attribute and is the last attribute defined in the attribute block. Given the large size of the data set, it would have taken a considerable amount of time to create these files. Thus programs were coded in Java to automate this process.

4.2.2 How the data was formatted

The input data for weka was a sparse .arff file featuring all reviews in the database. The relation for each file was the rating category to be analysed i.e. value, overallrating etc. were featured in different files. The attributes for each relation consisted of all words in the Word Frequency lexicon and the rating class for the relation. Each review was depicted by a feature vector, whereby the words were its features and it was classified by its rating class. Given the size of the dataset, it was decided that it would be better to represent the words as numbers rather than strings, as string processing could take longer. To do this, the Word Frequency Lexicon previously described was used, each word was identified in the vector by its corresponding index in the data table. In keeping with the format of sparse .arff files, these indices were also the indices needed to identify attributes in the vector, where its value could be 1, indicating the review contained the word. If the index did not occur in the vector then the corresponding word did not occur in the review.

4.2.3 Desired Output

This process had two desired outputs. Firstly, attribute selection selects the most relevant attributes. That is to say, attributes which have the greatest influence in defining the class attribute. This applies to the data above in that it selects the most important words in defining the rating class for a given review. The second output of this process is the cleansing of noisy
terms from the data. These would be words which are not good predictors of the rating class. Weka would output indicators of good indicators, then these results would be visualized to allow easier interpretation, given that the dataset would be so large. Moving away from using the toolkit Weka, the next section presents the statistical approach used in this project.

4.3 Statistical Approach

There is no clear line dividing line between machine learning and statistics, as it is often seen as a “continuum ... of data analysis techniques” pg. 29 [10]. At one end of this spectrum is the oversimplification of machine learning as “formulating the process of generalization as a search through possible hypotheses” pg. 29 [10]. At the other end of this continuum is the hypothesis testing found in statistical analysis. In this section, an approach founded in this statistical generalization will be discussed. With the implemented statistical approach, the data was gathered and analyzed using different statistical tests. These results could then be inspected to find any correlations in the data. For this approach, various algorithms were coded in Java, rather than using a statistical package. The reason for this being that the methods used featured the need for some specificity, as regards how it was calculated. Firstly, we will look at how the data was formatted in order for the statistics to be calculated, and then look at the tests used and how they were implemented.

4.3.1 Data Formatting

The data for the statistical tests was organised in spreadsheet format. This was used as all data could be easily viewed and manipulated at once. The frequency of the words was important in these tests, however it is not the only necessary information as shown by the table below.
where $rc$ is the rating class and $t$ is the word

- A: The number of times term $t$ occurs in rating class $rc$;
- B: The number of times term $t$ occurs outside rating class $rc$;
- C: The number of times term $\neg t$ (i.e. every word other than $t$) occurs in rating class $rc$;
- D: The number of times term $\neg t$ occurs outside rating class $rc$

Table 4.1: Chi-square contingency table

The above table shows the necessary values in calculating statistics on the dataset. Some of these variables are difficult to implement, as its not clear how they can be calculated. To clarify this, their calculation is outlined in figure 4.3.

The data set was represented in a spreadsheet where each of these variables correspond to a column in the spreadsheet. Each spreadsheet represented the values for a particular rating, so overall rating or value. The spreadsheet contains all rating classes (2, 4, 6, 8, 10), for ease of comparison. Due to the size of the number of words, it was necessary to have it reduced into a more manageable space. To do this, words with a frequency higher than 300000 were removed as they were so common that they would be meaningless[20]. It was found that “the” was the only word which had an abnormally high value (it had a frequency of 472207 as opposed to the next highest frequency “and” which had 251546 occurrences). Towards the lower end of the scale, singleton tokens were removed. These singleton tokens had a frequency so low (1) that it could not provide meaningful information using the statistical
A can be generated by calculating the frequency of the word in the rating class being tested

B can be calculated by subtracting A from the total frequency of the given word across ratings

C can be calculated by subtracting A from the total number of words in the rating class being tested

D can be calculated by getting the total number of words excluding the rating class being tested and subtracting B from this total

Figure 4.3: Calculating the Variables

tests outlined. Upon testing, this was generalized to 5 for reasons discussed in 5.3.

4.3.2 Tests Used

The following sections will outline the statistical tests applied to the dataset, why they were used and also how they were implemented.

Pearson’s Chi-Squared

Pearson’s chi square is a statistical procedure whose results are evaluated by reference to the chi-square distribution first investigated by Karl Pearson. It has two purposes; either a goodness of fit test, where it checks if an observed frequency distribution differs to a theoretical distribution. But can also be used as a test of independence, where observations on two variables are assessed to determine as to whether they are independent of each other. For this project, the latter was implemented. The theory behind this is to “compare the observed frequencies in the table with the frequencies expected for independence”.[12] The table to which it refers is a $2 \times 2$ contingency
\[ \chi = \frac{(O-E)^2}{E} \]

Figure 4.4: Formula to Calculate Pearson’s Chi-Square

Table, such as that shown in table 4.1. The general formula for performing this test is outlined below where the chi-squared statistic is denoted as \( \chi \).

O represents the observed value and E denotes the expected value. The observed values are easily obtained due to the formatting data as described in the previous section. However, computation was needed in ascertaining the expected values. These values could be derived from the variables A, B, C, and D, as outlined in table 4.1 along with the total count N which is equal to A + B + C + D. The approach in calculating the statistic consisted of calculating the expected value for each cell in the contingency table, then applying the formula in 4.4 to the observed and expected values. Summing these values would then give the overall chi-square statistic as outlined in the formula below in figure 4.5. If the chi-square value is large then the null hypothesis of independence of rating class and the inspected term can be rejected.

\[
\chi = \frac{(A-\frac{((A+C)(A+B))}{N})^2}{\frac{((A+C)(A+B))}{N}} + \frac{(B-\frac{((A+B)(B+D))}{N})^2}{\frac{((A+B)(B+D))}{N}} + \frac{(C-\frac{((A+C)(C+D))}{N})^2}{\frac{((A+C)(C+D))}{N}} + \frac{(D-\frac{((D+C)(C+D))}{N})^2}{\frac{((D+C)(C+D))}{N}}
\]

Figure 4.5: Calculating \( \chi \) from variables A,B,C and D

The formula in 4.5 was implemented in Java. The values needed were read in from the spreadsheet, described in the data formatting section, using Apache’s POI API \(^3\) and also to output corresponding results to the output spreadsheet. These calculations were performed over the overall rating category in all rating classes. Although the implemented method is often used

\(^3\)http://poi.apache.org/ - February, 2010
to test independence of collocations, it has proven useful in this approach as will be discussed in chapter 6.

**Mutual Information**

A second statistical test used is that of Mutual Information. Mutual Information is a “symmetric, non-negative measure of the common information in the two variables.”[12] Often the two variables being tested are two words in different languages e.g. “cow” in English and “vache” in French, to find the likelihood of a translation. In the case of this project, the two variables are the token in question and the rating class. It is often used as a measure of independence as if the statistic measures to be 0, the two variables are deemed independent. The formula for calculating the mutual information between two variables is outlined in figure 4.6 below.

$$I(t;rc) = P(t,rc) \times \log\left(\frac{P(t,rc)}{P(t) \times P(rc)}\right)$$

where $t$ is the token and $rc$ is the rating class

Figure 4.6: Mutual Information

The method initially used in calculating the mutual information was a modified version from a formula in another final year project[7]. This formula is defined in figure 4.7.

Problems occurred with this approach in its initial phases. Firstly, values obtained were very small and close to zero, which makes it difficult to define words which are dependent on a class. Secondly, the general implementation of mutual information is defined as a non-negative measure, however this was directly contradicted in a number of results returned. With this implementation, the value inside the logarithm very often came very close to zero. As log(0) is undefined, this returned a lot of error values. This led to a reformulation as to how mutual information would be calculated.
\[ I(t; rc) = \frac{V}{Z} \times R \times \log\left(\frac{VY}{ZW}\right) \]

where

\[ V = \text{number of times } t \text{ occurs in the current rating class} \]
\[ W = \text{number of times } t \text{ occurs outside of the current rating class} \]
\[ R = \text{number of rating classes} \]
\[ Y = \text{total number of words} \]
\[ Z = \text{Total number of words in current rating class} \]

Figure 4.7: Mutual Information: Initial Implementation

The new approach incorporated the idea of pointwise mutual information\[12\]. As this test is often used in examining the shared information between collocations, it was used in this case to calculate the shared information between a given token and rating class. The formula for calculating the statistic is given in figure 4.8

\[ I(t'; rc') = \log_2\left(\frac{P(t'rc')}{P(t')}\right) \]

Figure 4.8: Pointwise Mutual Information Formula

In the application of this formula, \( t' \) is the word being investigated, where \( rc' \) is the rating class being examined. \( I(t'; rc') \) denotes the pointwise mutual information between \( t' \) and \( rc' \). \( P(t'rc') \) can be determined by dividing the number of times the term \( t \) occurs in the given class \( rc \) by the total number of tokens in \( rc \). This test, like the original MI test used, is symmetric such that \( I(t'; rc') = I(rc'; t') \). A key advantage of this test is that it allows negative values where the general test did not, with a higher number indicating a stronger tie between the variables. A reflection on the viability of this ap-
approach and how successful it was, is discussed further in the analysis section of this paper.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter introduced the main ideas used in investigating the sentiment associated with certain terms and the necessary data formatting techniques used for each approach. The first section outlined how Weka works, the arff file format and how it is intended to be used. The second section described a statistical methodology using the chi-square and mutual information tests, highlighting shortcomings of the initial mutual information test and the need for the use of pointwise mutual information. Data formatting for this approach was also needed. In the next chapter, the effectiveness of each approach will be evaluated along with further investigation.
Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the approaches outlined in chapter 4. It comprises of an evaluation of both approaches and the results of the implementation. For the statistical approach, it will be further extended into seeing what statistical test has the best performance and a method for scoring these terms will be put forward. Approaches in creating such a lexicon will be put forward.

5.2 Analysis of Machine Learning Approach

This initial approach treated the reviews obtained as feature vectors, where each word corresponded to a feature. The class of this feature vector is defined by the rating which accompanies the each review. Using the machine learning toolkit Weka, feature selection would be performed on these reviews. Feature selection is a process which finds the most influential features in a vector which define its classification i.e. which words define the rating of the review. It was planned that from this feature selection positive and negative features could be derived.
However, the intended approach using Weka did not go as planned. Weka was developed in Java and thus has to deal with the constraints of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). In this case, using Weka for the feature selection task resulted always in out of memory errors despite the allowed memory usage being set to the maximum. It was logical to think that the size of the dataset played a big role in these problems. However, on investigation, it was seen that reduction of the size of the dataset didn’t seem to have the desired impact. It has been shown in several instances that Weka can be used on larger datasets, however, this work was constrained in its lack of access to 64-bit machines and also time constraints.

![Weka Command Line](image)

Figure 5.1: Weka Command Line

Figure 5.1 shows the command prompt window in an attempt to perform attribute selection on a test set of 1000 reviews, the input file is name 1000.arff. The command -Xmx1536M allocates the maximum amount of heap space to the program, but as the stacktrace following the initial command indicates, there is not adequate space for the program to perform the desired task. A fuller description of command line syntax for Weka is provided in the appendix. In spite of such problems in this project, Weka has proven more effective in other research[1] in determining the sentiment of words.
5.3 Analysis of Statistical Approach

The statistical approach in this project investigated how well two statistical tests performed in identifying sentiment loaded words in the reviews. The two tests used were: Pearson’s Chi-Square, which investigates how independent two variables are of each other. In this case to see if the usage of a given word is independent of the class(es) in which it occurs; the second test used was Pointwise Mutual Information. This test is used to investigate whether or not two variables describe the same information. This type of test is particularly useful in testing translations, but was used in this context to decide which words conveyed the information contained in the rating best i.e. to find negative and positive items. The initial dataset contained of 38744 words after singleton values had been removed, as described in chapter 4. In this section, we will look at how successful each test was. First, an analysis of the output of Pearson’s chi-square will be put forward.

Given the size of the dataset, there was a great disparity in the values obtained, in most cases the highest frequency terms (all around 200,000 in frequency), which had not been removed, having the highest values. As is shown in the table 5.1. The samples in this table are the highest frequency (and, a, to, was) and words which intuition would assess to be positive and negative, “great” and “smelly”, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>r2 chi</th>
<th>r4 chi</th>
<th>r6 chi</th>
<th>r8 chi</th>
<th>r10 chi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td>10.68</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>209269.16</td>
<td>5039.98</td>
<td>28840.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>175.01</td>
<td>154321.72</td>
<td>6471.77</td>
<td>10112.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>3233.26</td>
<td>1585.17</td>
<td>137619.56</td>
<td>767.96</td>
<td>6565.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>was</td>
<td>794</td>
<td>1340.51</td>
<td>122132.63</td>
<td>2639.99</td>
<td>4089.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>great</td>
<td>1674.19</td>
<td>749.18</td>
<td>17059.41</td>
<td>1465.81</td>
<td>7679.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smelly</td>
<td>509.8</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>167.81</td>
<td>28.38</td>
<td>50.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Sample Chi-Square Values

From this table it is difficult to decide if a high chi-value determines high
dependence between word and class. If we were to interpret the results in this way; “a” would be seen to be a positive word and “great” could be shown to be overall a positive term, but is more likely to occur in a very negative context (r2) rather than a mildly positive one (r8), but is more suited to a middle of the road review (r6). It could also be said that “smelly” is a negative word, but outside of a very negative context, it is more likely to occur in a moderate to positive review than in a mildly negative review (r4). The most puzzling characteristic of these results is the high chi values in rating 6. It is not clear as to what caused these incorrect comparisons, however as will be shown later in this section, further reduction of the dataset by removing more infrequent values (with frequency 5 or less) had a positive impact. Such results are quite confusing in how they may be interpreted.

It’s unclear as to whether results achieved in chi-square tests are an indicator of how tied a given class and word are in respect to the others. However, table 5.2 based on the chi-values calculated above, shows the differences in the usage of words more clearly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rank</th>
<th>r2</th>
<th>r4</th>
<th>r6</th>
<th>r8</th>
<th>r10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>not</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>told</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>dirty</td>
<td>told</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>not</td>
<td>that</td>
<td>was</td>
<td>very</td>
<td>great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>that</td>
<td>was</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>worst</td>
<td>room</td>
<td>of</td>
<td>was</td>
<td>is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>they</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>hotel</td>
<td>We</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>manager</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>but</td>
<td>staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>rude</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>hotel</td>
<td>nice</td>
<td>of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>great</td>
<td>we</td>
<td>we</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>they</td>
<td>asked</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>clean</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Top 11 words ordered by chi-values for each class
This shows the links between words and class more clearly than looking at the statistic across all rating classes. Although there is still confusion in the representation, where words such as “a”, “the” and “and” occupy the highest ranks, presumptions are reinforced. Negative terms such as “dirty” and “rude” are highly ranked in negative contexts where words such as “clean” and “great” are highly ranked in positive reviews. As well as these more obvious examples, it gave some more unexpected results. For example, “manager” has a higher ranking in negative contexts, but “staff” are more likely to be referred to in a positive context. But also the use of pronouns is more prominent in negative reviews. Aside from these, the results by in large, taking the classes on their own, were what was expected. Perhaps the best indicator is the number of function words that have the highest statistic in the middle class (r6).

The main advantage of chi-square is that it gives good indications of what words have the strongest tie with a given class, with larger chi-values indicating the strength of the link between word and class. Pointwise mutual information tests if a given word and class express the same information. Using this test gives a clearer picture of the use of words across the classes, something which could not be clearly read from chi-square testing. If we take a look at some of the sample values from the pointwise mutual information test in table 5.3, this is more apparent.

As this table shows, positive words show a stronger link to positive reviews and negative words showing a stronger link to negative reviews. Despite this strength in identifying sentiment loaded words across classes, its weakness lies in the strength of the chi-square test, in ranking the words within their respective categories. If the ranking approach taken in 5.2, we would end up with the table below.

It is clear from table 5.4 that pointwise mutual information is not without its problems, as a ranking according to the mutual information of words does not reveal much about the most important terms in the rating category.
These results posed a number of questions about the implemented tests. Firstly, as has already been posed, why were chi-values in r6 so high? As regards mutual information testing, it seems that it a lot of seemingly sentiment free words, or rather words which would not usually expected to be associated with a particular category. For the latter, it has been shown that mutual information may give high values to terms which occur a many times in a given category and there are very little (if any) occurrences outside the document[7]. Given this information, a quick analysis of the frequencies of some of the most important terms according to mutual information took place. This can be seen in table 5.5 below, where words occurring a few times in one category as opposed to no occurrences at all in the others correspond to high mutual information values.

In response to this, the tests were reimplemented on a smaller dataset. The dataset contained the same rating classes, and the same approach was used in both tests as in the initial stages. However, words with a frequency less than 6 were removed, these tokens accounting for 20,195 of the words, so the dataset was significantly reduced. This removal took place as “predictions should not be based on such rare observations”[8] pg.3. Both tests were then rerun on this new dataset. Chi-square was used again to see if these low frequency items accounted for the strange values obtained in the r6 class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>r2</th>
<th>r4</th>
<th>r6</th>
<th>r8</th>
<th>r10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>smelly</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>-2.32</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terrible</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-1.34</td>
<td>-2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>great</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>-1.18</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>friendly</td>
<td>-1.92</td>
<td>-0.98</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beautiful</td>
<td>-1.73</td>
<td>-1.23</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clean</td>
<td>-1.22</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dirty</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-3.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Sampling of Pointwise MI values
Table 5.4: Top 10 words ordered by Pointwise MI for each class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>r2</th>
<th>r4</th>
<th>r6</th>
<th>r8</th>
<th>r10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cockroach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marilyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double-booking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bath\’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coopershill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\’Gala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nuala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blarring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Convent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audacity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tankardstown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patric</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cecelia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discusted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rosney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauvet</td>
<td>ALREADY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hughes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNOCK</td>
<td>scribbled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kileen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Highlighting frequency differences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>r2</th>
<th>r4</th>
<th>r6</th>
<th>r8</th>
<th>r10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuala</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boxer</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpeeled</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westlife</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6 shows the new chi-statistic generated for the most frequent items. It can be noted that the values in r6 have significantly been reduced and seem more in keeping with the other values. Thus, it shows that large numbers of infrequent items may cause a skew in the generated statistic. Table 5.7 shows the calculated pointwise MI values for the three words in each category as a result of the changes to the dataset. These values correspond directly to those of the dataset which include infrequent items, indicating no change in that respect. The effects of ranking these terms according to chi-square and mutual information can be seen in tables 5.8 and 5.9, respectively.
From table 5.8, it shows that a lot of the function words are not as high ranking. Seeing in rating 2 that function words have a lesser importance and adjectives such as “dirty”, as expected, are high ranking. However, as can be seen in table 5.9, there has not been the same effect on the mutual information results. This is due to the same reason as before. Despite words with a frequency lower than 6 being removed, there still remained words which had several occurrences in one category and none in two or more of the others. e.g. “Rain” occurred 6 times in r10 and had 0 occurrences elsewhere. The removal of words was done in accordance with the total frequencies of the words, their frequencies within the classes was not taken into account. If these values were instead removed, a more promising effect would have been acheived as other work has indicated that if these items are eliminated from the test, it will have a better correlation in judgement’s with other tests, in this case the chi-square test[7].

The information which the statistics show is quite useful, however an amalgamation of the features of both would be the most informative. To do this, an average of rankings was calculated. This process is done in class by class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>r2</th>
<th>r4</th>
<th>r6</th>
<th>r8</th>
<th>r10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td>972.88</td>
<td>1052.54</td>
<td>468.76</td>
<td>1001.69</td>
<td>3063.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>545.35</td>
<td>212.72</td>
<td>54.02</td>
<td>113.21</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>1030.99</td>
<td>174.87</td>
<td>41.56</td>
<td>1792.07</td>
<td>73.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>was</td>
<td>30.55</td>
<td>118.9</td>
<td>164.55</td>
<td>448.93</td>
<td>499.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Recalculated Chi-Square

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>r2</th>
<th>r4</th>
<th>r6</th>
<th>r8</th>
<th>r10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>smelly</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>-2.32</td>
<td>-2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>friendly</td>
<td>-1.91</td>
<td>-0.98</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>great</td>
<td>-2.29</td>
<td>-1.18</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: Recalculated Mutual Information
Table 5.8: Top 10 words ordered by chi-square within each rating class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rank</th>
<th>r2</th>
<th>r4</th>
<th>r6</th>
<th>r8</th>
<th>r10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>dirty</td>
<td>not</td>
<td>but</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>told</td>
<td>great</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>great</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>worst</td>
<td>told</td>
<td>fine</td>
<td>we</td>
<td>wonderful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>very</td>
<td>excellent</td>
<td>ok</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>wonderful</td>
<td>my</td>
<td>fantastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>manager</td>
<td>that</td>
<td>great</td>
<td>that</td>
<td>beautiful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>rude</td>
<td>friendly</td>
<td>not</td>
<td>told</td>
<td>but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>not</td>
<td>helpful</td>
<td>bit</td>
<td>our</td>
<td>highly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>comfortable</td>
<td>We</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>amazing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

manner. That is to say all analysis was performed on each class, irrespective to the others. The first step in doing this is to gather the words, their chi-square values and their mutual information values. Rankings were then assigned to the words, first according to their chi values, and then by mutual information. A sample of these rankings is shown in table 5.10.

The second stage in this approach was to assign even rankings to tied values. As an example, the tokens A and B have rankings 1456 and 1457, respectively, both with a chi value of 20.4, having different rankings does not make sense. If two (or indeed any number of terms) have the same value, then they should have the same ranking. This was done by summing the rankings of terms with equal values, and then dividing this figure by the number of these terms with equal values. The returned value is the new ranking for the terms with equal values. In the above example, the new ranking for both A and B would be 1456.5. For the chi ranking, on average 9005 rankings were improved in the composite score but 9044 drop their ranking. For the pointwise mutual information rankings, on average 10189 moved up whereas 8359 moved down. A better correlation of pointwise mutual information and chi-square would cause a large drop in the number of changes.
Table 5.9: Top 10 words ordered by pointwise mutual information within each rating class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rank</th>
<th>word</th>
<th>r2</th>
<th>r4</th>
<th>r6</th>
<th>r8</th>
<th>r10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>discusted</td>
<td>unacceptably</td>
<td>kipper</td>
<td>***The</td>
<td>Eoin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Beauvet</td>
<td>ledges</td>
<td>Gordan</td>
<td>poker</td>
<td>Gracious</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>KNOCK</td>
<td>Flesk</td>
<td>VISA</td>
<td>Westlife</td>
<td>Marcus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>audacity</td>
<td>rads</td>
<td>Weird</td>
<td>jetlag</td>
<td>Particular</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Patric</td>
<td>Mattress</td>
<td>no-frills</td>
<td>peach</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>cc</td>
<td>amend</td>
<td>'upgraded'</td>
<td>hydropool</td>
<td>Rain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>RUDE</td>
<td>sixty</td>
<td>pppn</td>
<td>pressures</td>
<td>Helena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>bedbug</td>
<td>17:00:00</td>
<td>henry</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>royalty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>DUMP</td>
<td>gutters</td>
<td>Sabine</td>
<td>nouvelle</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>liars</td>
<td>drone</td>
<td>goat's</td>
<td>firmer</td>
<td>sneem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10: Sample of Rankings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>Chi-Value</th>
<th>MI Value</th>
<th>Chi Rank</th>
<th>MI Rank</th>
<th>Composite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wouldn’t</td>
<td>32.45</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>1076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killarney</td>
<td>104.63</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>1652</td>
<td>1084.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>1647</td>
<td>1102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once this had been completed the average ranking over chi-square and pointwise mutual information could be calculated. This was a simple task of taking the chi and mutual information rankings for each word and calculating the average ranking. Words were then ordered ascending according to this new ranking. The results of this new ranking were quite successful, as can be seen in table 5.11 where the top 10 words according to this new ranking are displayed.

At first glance, the high-ranking noise encountered in the mutual information test, such as place names and numbers are found in a few of these higher ranks. In fact a lot, if not all high-ranking terms in classes r4,r6 and r8 would not be defined as sentiment bearing terms. However, on the ex-
Table 5.11: Top ranking words for each category according to pointwise mutual information on new dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>r2</th>
<th>r4</th>
<th>r6</th>
<th>r8</th>
<th>r10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>filthy</td>
<td>bedsit</td>
<td>i-pod</td>
<td>Muskerry</td>
<td>highly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid</td>
<td>litterally</td>
<td>yo</td>
<td>Downtown</td>
<td>amazing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVOID</td>
<td>silky</td>
<td>childhood</td>
<td>weds</td>
<td>wonderful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enemy</td>
<td>building</td>
<td>IMMEDIATELY</td>
<td>Williams</td>
<td>moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>damp</td>
<td>hen’s</td>
<td>quad</td>
<td>emanating</td>
<td>loved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disgusted</td>
<td>cigarette</td>
<td>achieve</td>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>relaxed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worst</td>
<td>amateur</td>
<td>weed</td>
<td>downside</td>
<td>delicious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dirty</td>
<td>contempary</td>
<td>kiss</td>
<td>Taxiś</td>
<td>From</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORST</td>
<td>roll-away</td>
<td>lips</td>
<td>jaw</td>
<td>superb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refused</td>
<td>begged</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>reveiws</td>
<td>fantastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rude</td>
<td>skeleton</td>
<td>lifeless</td>
<td>Johnny</td>
<td>fabulous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tremities (r2 and r10), it appears to have been very successful. There are no function words contained in r2’s top ranks, whereas just one occurs in r10. Of the top ranking r2 and r10 words, just one is a noun in each, “enemy” and “moment”, respectively. These terms raise the question encountered in 2.3.1, as to whether or not nouns may contain sentiment. Certainly, adjectives and adverbs are the most prominent, in keeping with current research[6]. Nouns also feature, albeit not as frequently, but words like “enemy” would often have negative associations, so it is not uncommon for nouns to contain sentiment or subjectivity[11]. Verbs also feature highly e.g. “Avoid”, “refused”, just by intuition, these terms would have more of an association with negative contexts, as the results show. This is not uncommon and further research[14] have indicated including verbs in sentiment analysis.

This new ranking was successful in that it identifies words which can be defined as having a negative sentiment and those which can be defined as having positive sentiment. The only problem with the rankings returned is
contained within the 3 classes r4, r6 and r8. The top-ranking words returned in these cases don’t really subscribe to intuition. For example, can this misspelling “reveiws” really constitute a positive lexical item? Such problems remove the possibility of granularity of sentiment on a five point scale (in keeping with the review ratings), but allow further work in determining the sentiment of terms on a binary scale (positive vs negative). However, these problems could possibly be rectified with a further reduction of the dataset, by removing items such as those featured in table 5.5, thus improving the quality of the mutual information statistic.

5.4 Creating a Lexicon

In an ideal scenario, human judgement tests would be performed where a human subject would be asked if a given term is positive or negative in the sentiment it contains. However, there was not enough time remaining to properly design an experiment, have its ethical considerations reviewed and then run the experiment and interpret the results. Taking this into account, other approaches were sought. Two approaches were implemented and are described below. The first subscribes to the ideas found in the General Inquirer that a word may subscribe to different categories. The second approach gives the terms accompanied by two numbers, their ranking in r2 (negative) along with their ranking in r10 (positive).

To define words as positive or negative, the average rankings calculated were incorporated. This was done by implementing a program which compared the ranks of a word in r2 (negative class) and r10 (positive class). For example, the term “filthy” has rank 1 in the negative class but rank 10542 in the positive class. In comparing these values, the class which has the highest ranking (lowest number) for the term will be the assigned sentiment polarity of that class. So in this case, the term filthy would be assigned negative polarity. The process was implemented in a simple Java program which pulled
the word and its negative and positive rankings from the database, performed
the comparison and stored the word in one of three polarity vectors (negative,
positive, objective), and was in turn outputted according to this vector. Ob-
jectivity was introduced to deal with cases in which the rankings for negative
and positive were equal.

This resulting lexicon approach was quite inconsistent. For the most part,
the lexicon appealed to intuition in that words such as “friendly” and “clean”
were classified as positive and words such as “smelly” and “rude” are classed
as negative. However, words such as “noisy” are classed as positive. It must
be reinforced that a lot this comes back to the initial calculations of mutual
information which can be skewed if a word’s occurrences feature highly in one
class and not at all in the others. The elimination of such noise would reduce
the impact of vague mutual information results. As has been discussed, if
the dataset has been necessarily reduced the results of mutual information
should share a lot of its rankings with chi-square.

A second problem encountered with this lexicon is that of noisy data and
non-words. For example, the lexicon contains dates, numbers, names, place
names, unreadable characters and HTML tokens. Several things need to be
done to rectify this. To avoid these kinds of problems, tokenizing the reviews
needs to be improved. The first step would be to account for rarities in the
reviews which were not anticipated, for instance the use of things like “f*!@”;
for profanities but also less explicable things like “The***”. In short, one
must expect the unexpected. Secondly, tokenizing must disregard numbers
and dates as such items are not relevant to the domain of sentiment analysis.
The common use of names and place names could be rectified by the use of a
named entity recognition system. Such a system would be implemented prior
to tokenization, possibly adding tags to named entities for simple recognition
for the tokenizer.
The resulting lexicon falls into a middle ground in describing how successful it is. Even without implementing the lexicon in some sort of sentiment analysis, it is clear that the presence of even a few incorrectly assigned terms such as “noise” show it is not totally reliable. However, the presence of a lot of correctly assigned terms shows promise in developing a fully reliable lexicon. Due to time constraints, it was not possible to exact the fine-tunings outlined above, but it has been shown that the methodology has a sound basis.

The second approach directly incorporated the composite rankings directly, no comparisons were needed between ranks as the word was accompanied by both ranks. The ranks range from 1 to 18536, with 1 being the best indicator for the class and 18536 being the worst. As each entry shows the word along with both ranks, it shows a degree of granularity. If both ranks are largely similar, little can be said about its sentiment, however, if there is a large difference between ranks, it can indicate the sentiment of the term. The rankings were initially put into a data table, however for the purpose of portability, they have been saved to a text file in the following format;

⟨ WORD ⟩ ⟨ POSRANK ⟩ ⟨ NEGRANK ⟩

This was done so words can be easily identified and extracted along with their ranks.

Not unlike the previous approach, this lexicon also features the noisy values, however, due to the inclusion of both rankings, more often than not they are identified by both low positive and negative ranks. Given this, this lexicon proves the most useful and has been included in the appendix. From looking at how the words are ranked, and are more than often correct, this approach seems quite viable. The process of building this lexicon could be further tested by exacting it in relation to another rating category, such as “rooms”.
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5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the approaches put forward in the previous chapter were evaluated. Beginning in a description of problems encountered with Weka, moving on to discuss problems with the statistical approach used and how these problems were rectified. Two approaches were then put forward in creating a sentiment lexicon, both based on rankings derived from statistical tests. The first attempts to classify words into a particular category, in this case, positive, negative or objective, based on rankings. The second attaches tags to a word, with these tags indicating the positive and negative rank of that word. Finally, it was decided that the latter was the best approach.
Chapter 6

Conclusions

Chapter 2 of this report began with a general introduction to the field of sentiment analysis, approaches used in performing the analysis while also highlighting the importance of sentiment lexicons in section 2.2. In section 2.3, two lexicons, SentiWordNet and General Inquirer were investigated, looking at the methods used to create each of them and discussing their advantages and disadvantages. The motivation for this project is anchored in these disadvantages of multi-domain analysis and the time needed to manually create such lexicons as was described in section 2.4. Section 2.5 then followed with a brief discussion by what is meant by the term “sentiment” and how it is applied in this work. In section 2.6, the goals and stages of this project were then outlined before delving into them in-depth in chapter 3. First describing methods of data accumulation and representation in sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The means of analysis to be used on the dataset were then put forward in chapter 4. First looking at the machine learning toolkit Weka in section 4.2 and then the proposed statistical approach in section 4.3. Within the statistical approach, two tests were described in 4.3.2; Pearson’s chi-square and mutual information. Here it was identified, that there were problems with the initial approach with mutual information and thus was replaced with pointwise mutual information. In chapter 5, these methods were evaluated. First highlighting problems with the initial machine learn-
In section 5.2 the results of the statistical tests were evaluated and steps were outlined in optimizing their results, such as the elimination of non-linguistic and infrequent data. A ranking system was then put forward based on the results of chi-square and pointwise mutual information in order to identify the best indicators of a rating class. In section 5.4, these rankings were applied in creating a sentiment lexicon. Two approaches were discussed; one where words were categorised into positive or negative according to their highest ranking with the second appending tags to the words indicating their rank in the positive and negative rankings. Chapter 5 ended on the idea of the latter being the most useful output.

Perhaps the most disappointing aspect of the project, was the failure to deploy the machine learning toolkit Weka. It is still not quite known why it could not perform the task but consistent failure point to the inadequacy of the hardware. Machine learning plays a pivotal role in text classification tasks shown in [19] and is also greatly useful in recognising patterns in text such as in [17] and Weka in particular has been shown to be successful in defining the sentiment of words as in [1]. Feature selection is a highly successful task and this project, and indeed the lexicon could be further augmented with the application of such a process as well as creating a quicker, more automated way of generating a lexicon.

The statistical approach proved quite successful in identifying sentiment laden terms, however the correlation between rankings could be improved with the tidying up of skewed frequencies which influence the mutual information statistic. To an extent, elimination of infrequent values took place and implementing such a process to a further degree would ensure noisy values would not have high rankings.

Preprocessing of the data is a must for optimization of results. Such preprocessing would include named entity recognition, better tokenizing and also to include some sort of parsing. Named entity recognition would remove the
possibility of names (John, Mary) and place names such as Dublin or Paris occurring in the output lexicon, which clearly can not bear any sentiment. Tokenizing could be improved to remove noisy expressions, such as numbers, dates and words with unreadable/special characters, taking the previously mentioned example of profanities marked with symbols. Parsing would allow the syntactic information of a word/phrase to be analyzed. This is particularly useful when dealing with things like “The food was not great”. This could also be treated by dealing with bigrams. The approach used in this project was using a bag-of-words model, where words were treated as unigrams, that is to say, no information, such as the words around it were taken into account. If the analysis dealt with bigrams, features such as “not good” could be incorporated into the analysis and could explain things like “great” having a high chi value in negative reviews.

The output lexicon first described (where words are categorised) has its strengths and weaknesses. Its strengths lie in the fact that, for the most part, by intuition the terms are classified correctly i.e. terms perceived to be negative are classified as negative and terms perceived are classified as positive. Its main weakness is the amount of noisy data it contains, such as numbers, dates and names. Such problems could be avoided by having better tokenisation and reducing the data further for the statistical tests so that mutual information does not give a high ranking to rarer terms.

Despite the strengths of the aforementioned lexicon, the second lexicon outlined in chapter 5 proves the most powerful. The first lexicon more or less summarises the information in the lexicon where the word is accompanied by a positive and negative ranking. Although it is helpful to be able to identify positive and negative words, the method used in the first lexicon is quite simplified and may incorrectly categorise words. For example, classing a word as positive even though its positive rank may only be 1 point higher than its negative rating. A lexicon with these tags indicating positivity and negativity in terms of ranks, can easily show a positive word. To take an
extreme example, if a word has a positive rank of 1 and a negative rank of 18000, it is clearly visible that it is a word with positive sentiment. Given the large number of ranks, and the combination of two categories, it also gives the possibility of a finer granularity, something which is not seen in the binary classification of positive and negative. A snapshot of this lexicon is provided in the appendix of the printed version of this report, where the electronic copy features the full lexicon.

Given that the main goal of this project was to develop a general methodology for the creation of a sentiment lexicon, the following steps are provided as guidelines in creating a sentiment lexicon based on the ranks calculated.

1. Accumulate labelled data for subject-domain
2. Perform preprocessing (NER, Parsing, Tokenizing)
3. Calculate word frequencies
4. Reduce dataset for best performance of pointwise mutual information
5. Calculate contigency tables for each term according to table 4.1
6. Calculate chi-square and pointwise mutual information for each word
7. Create rankings for respective statistic
8. Calculate composite rankings
9. Append rankings to words in order to generate lexicon

Steps 4-8 could be bypassed by using a feature selection process in order to identify sentiment loaded words, however as this did not work in this project, its usage cannot be fully supported, but current research in the area shows that it should be seriously considered as a viable approach.
Although the resulting sentiment lexicon is not without its problems, it is perfectly viable that the outlined approach can work given the right resources. As has been shown, this approach has had a lot of success in identifying words which contain sentiment but also paves the way for further research on the topic.
Appendix A

Weka Command-Line Syntax

The aim of this appendix is to provide the reader with a general overview to the syntax of using Weka in its command-line form. For a more in depth synopsis of the command-line use of Weka, the reader is pointed to [18] pgs. 11 - 21. The issue of Weka’s command line syntax first arose in figure 5.1, so in this chapter, this particular statement will be explained.

The first part of the statement in figure 5.1, “java -Xmx1536M”, relates to how Java programs are run from the command-line. Weka was developed in Java and is contained in a .jre executable. To execute a compiled Java program, the statement “java” must precede the program name. The part of command “-Xmx1536M” is an option for this Java command. It denotes the amount of memory from the Java virtual machine allocated to the program, in this case, it is the maximum amount permissible. The reason for such a large amount being allocated to Weka is the large size of the dataset on which Weka was exacted.

The second part of this command “weka.attributeSelection.CfsSubsetEval -M -s “weka.attributeSelection.BestFirst -D 1 -N 5” -i 1000.arff” denotes how Weka will perform the attribute selection. “CfsSubsetEval” is the type of evaluation to be performed on the dataset and corresponds to the type of data being outputted. In this case the number of subsets evaluated would
be outputted. “weka.attributeSelection.BestFirst” determines what search algorithm will be used in selecting the attributes.

Things like “-M -s ” are the options for the program. For example, “-M” means that missing values should be treated as separate values. “-s ” sets the search method to be used for the subset evaluator. The final option of “-i” is used to mark the input dataset, this option is followed by the path to the file which contains the data. The input file is in the .arff format as was described in section 4.2.1.
Appendix B

Generated Lexicon

\[-10\langle 12515\rangle \langle 16552\rangle ,\langle -2\rangle \langle 15535\rangle \langle 15513\rangle \\
\langle 00:00:00\rangle \langle 5456\rangle \langle 15599\rangle ,\langle 0\rangle \langle 6045\rangle \langle 8358\rangle \\
\langle 01:00:00\rangle \langle 18143\rangle \langle 2751\rangle ,\langle 02:00:00\rangle \langle 172\rangle \langle 7640\rangle \\
\langle 03:00:00\rangle \langle 3247\rangle \langle 7850\rangle ,\langle 04:00:00\rangle \langle 557\rangle \langle 10025\rangle \\
\langle 05:00:00\rangle \langle 18494\rangle \langle 13231\rangle ,\langle 25.00\%\rangle \langle 17612\rangle \langle 17833\rangle \\
\langle 09:00:00\rangle \langle 8036\rangle \langle 14260\rangle ,\langle 10:00:00\rangle \langle 16106\rangle \langle 12550\rangle \\
\langle 10:00:00\rangle \langle 16106\rangle \langle 12550\rangle ,\langle 50.00\%\rangle \langle 1996\rangle \langle 1812\rangle \\
\langle 13:00:00\rangle \langle 8729\rangle \langle 14036\rangle ,\langle 15:00:00\rangle \langle 523\rangle \langle 4372\rangle \\
\langle 17:00:00\rangle \langle 8729\rangle \langle 14036\rangle ,\langle 70.00\%\rangle \langle 15196\rangle \langle 16653\rangle \\
\langle 15:00:00\rangle \langle 523\rangle \langle 4372\rangle ,\langle 17:00:00\rangle \langle 15196\rangle \langle 16653\rangle \\
\langle 20:00:00\rangle \langle 4204\rangle \langle 11571\rangle ,\langle 21:00:00\rangle \langle 1680\rangle \langle 9015\rangle \\
\langle 22:00:00\rangle \langle 10816\rangle \langle 4356\rangle ,\langle 99.00\%\rangle \langle 3443\rangle \langle 4667\rangle \\
\langle 24:00:00\rangle \langle 10816\rangle \langle 4356\rangle ,\langle 17:00:00\rangle \langle 17407\rangle \langle 18293\rangle \\
\langle 26:00:00\rangle \langle 17039\rangle \langle 1610\rangle ,\langle 57:00:00\rangle \langle 1277\rangle \langle 3007\rangle \\
\langle 30:00:00\rangle \langle 12522\rangle \langle 16562\rangle ,\langle 4\rangle \langle 3956\rangle \langle 3479\rangle \\
\langle 31:00:00\rangle \langle 12522\rangle \langle 16562\rangle ,\langle 4\rangle \langle 3956\rangle \langle 3479\rangle \\
\langle 8\rangle \langle 4416\rangle \langle 13184\rangle ,\langle 9\rangle \langle 9659\rangle \langle 16453\rangle \\
\langle 13\rangle \langle 11066\rangle \langle 15917\rangle ,\langle 15\rangle \langle 3541\rangle \langle 5418\rangle \\
\langle 19\rangle \langle 9115\rangle \langle 16733\rangle ,\langle 20\rangle \langle 14108\rangle \langle 15161\rangle \\
\langle 24\rangle \langle 4548\rangle \langle 17048\rangle ,\langle 26\rangle \langle 11281\rangle \langle 16637\rangle \\
\langle 30\rangle \langle 5316\rangle \langle 13240\rangle ,\langle 31\rangle \langle 89\rangle \langle 3673\rangle \]
(35)(9698)(8132),(37)(14211)(16559)
(40)(16006)(11740),(42)(12203)(8624)
(46)(15017)(8972),(48)(2697)(1469)
(51)(17653)(17872),(53)(5405)(3269)
(57)(8387)(15232),(59)(10752)(13165)
(62)(7124)(5880),(65)(10901)(15384)
(70)(7394)(14127),(74)(6714)(5847)
(78)(14788)(12473),(80)(6548)(13476)
(86)(13453)(16367),(89)(7813)(10409)
(96)(15933)(9114),(99)(3592)(8216)
(103)(9075)(14200),(105)(4597)(5846)
(109)(4002)(2707),(111)(13191)(16391)
(115)(12111)(8925),(117)(6197)(12259)
(121)(6188)(12249),(123)(15010)(7490)
(128)(12914)(15893),(130)(8050)(9173)
(140)(1921)(8632),(149)(9036)(7708)
(160)(11957)(14371),(170)(13738)(17094)
(190)(16123)(17159),(198)(12055)(8283)
(201)(10775)(11945),(204)(16864)(15761)
(208)(16952)(7769),(210)(7974)(5186)
(215)(16244)(15683),(217)(15694)(9181)
(225)(13838)(17377),(230)(9035)(4754)
(255)(17451)(18337),(270)(15070)(10617)
(301)(6626)(12368),(303)(12449)(15191)
(307)(14930)(17743),(309)(15880)(12421)
(314)(13393)(11897),(316)(8341)(10766)
(340)(17379)(18265),(360)(5568)(8533)
(403)(16734)(15531),(410)(7453)(4234)
(450)(10740)(8934),(503)(18294)(688)
(700)(8492)(7638),(730)(18500)(13239)
(800)(17306)(14440),(1030)(17112)(16026)
(1916) (10630) (15400), (1975) (18502) (13242)
(01/02/10) (14194) (14808), (02/03/10) (7084) (11384)
(04/05/10) (13697) (8694), (05/07/10) (5681) (7232)
(07/08/10) (14380) (15288), (05/10/10) (1522) (6946)
(10/12/10) (7275) (12980), (01/10/15) (1056) (7609)
("-" ) (1887) (13678), ("—" ) (13988) (8891)
("-but") (13794) (14284), ("-Excellent") (15359) (16860)
("-in") (12950) (17221), ("-no") (16518) (17719)
("-the") (1959) (18530), ("-There") (17106) (16013)
("-we") (14824) (17106), (" ????") (14553) (18106)
("???????11") (9484) (13578), ("???????100") (3485) (9426)
("???????11") (11287) (12155), ("???????119") (14353) (17297)
("???????129") (15556) (17100), ("???????130") (1362) (2250)
("???????140") (2652) (2032), ("???????149") (12782) (10514)
("???????160") (11252) (7861), ("???????169") (10234) (10038)
("???????180") (10366) (16275), ("???????19") (4761) (2434)
("???????22") (10710) (12701), ("???????200") (6391) (8043)
("???????23") (14871) (14655), ("???????24") (13087) (16986)
("???????26") (16510) (17710), ("???????27") (15944) (16407)
("???????29") (13609) (9122), ("???????30") (7902) (12934)
("???????350") (18121) (938), ("???????39") (16894) (18136)
("???????42") (17408) (18294), ("???????48") (12255) (10190)
("???????500") (9796) (5022), ("???????58") (15735) (13488)
("???????62") (15736) (13490), ("???????69") (7416) (12861)
("???????78") (15190) (16643), ("???????8") (8035) (7838)
("???????89") (4877) (11445), ("???????90") (12139) (14520)
("???????Full") (10196) (15898), ("???????it") (18335) (821)
("???????the") (15018) (8974), ("???????10") (6818) (8526)
("???????15") (9398) (14016), ("???????18") (10280) (10106)
("approximately") (6900) (7376), ("April") (5090) (16690)
("Apt") (17011) (14150), ("apts") (12076) (14061)
("aquarium") (9765) (13871), ("Aran") (975) (543)
("arbutus") (11456) (14311), ("arcade") (12958) (17229)
("archaic") (17489) (18371), ("arches") (12832) (15799)
("architecture") (3583) (3015), ("Ard") (7331) (12455)
("Ardmore") (2635) (12462), ("Ardsollus") (6252) (2413)
("Area") (1402) (4098), ("area-") (17878) (17969)
("areas") (1962) (15313), ("aren???????t") (11955) (15179)
("arent") (14484) (17395), ("argue") (2378) (6092)
("argument") (1327) (1589), ("arguments") (17274) (5356)
("Arklow") (7952) (12557), ("arlington") (6221) (10925)
("armchair") (11393) (14178), ("armed") (14275) (12288)
("arms") (3374) (8257), ("Army") (18321) (834)
("aroud") (17599) (13568), ("Around") (8866) (11456)
("arranged") (3479) (2533), ("arrangements") (11201) (13900)
("Arrival") (6589) (4021), ("arrive") (4674) (3160)
("arriving") (3646) (14951), ("arrogance") (17067) (1109)
("arrived") (14377) (15282), ("Art") (5174) (7544)
("artificial") (16640) (17657), ("artistic") (15755) (12293)
("artwork") (4783) (5582), ("As") (2096) (12741)
("ASAP") (11947) (13699), ("ashamed") (13511) (153)
("Ashlee") (7969) (13563), ("Ashling") (6039) (10146)
("Asia") (14704) (15527), ("asian") (8197) (9974)
("ask") (2828) (2457), ("asked") (5909) (5042)
("asks") (2542) (8145), ("aslo") (17798) (17921)
("assault") (14761) (3182), ("assessment") (10640) (15410)
("assist") (9548) (13889), ("assistant") (1316) (16678)
("assisting") (6091) (6975), ("associated") (3638) (5372)
("assume") (1435) (6569), ("assuming") (3453) (1120)
("assure") (8899) (4130), ("assuring") (17066) (1107)
("Buckley") (6210) (12341), ("Buckleys") (8123) (13632)
("buddy") (7133) (5899), ("budget") (6952) (13839)
("buffet") (1855) (5206), ("buffet-style") (13014) (12817)
("bug") (2057) (2452), ("bugged") (13037) (17078)
("building") (17801) (17924), ("build") (11563) (15455)
("buildings") (4385) (17041), ("buildings") (1161) (8071)
("bulb") (1723) (1480), ("bulk") (15544) (9618)
("bullet") (17096) (15992), ("bum") (18125) (1163)
("bumper") (15310) (16803), ("bumps") (12960) (17231)
("bunch") (1698) (7488), ("Buncrana") (4076) (16591)
("Bundoran") (12130) (16177), ("bunk") (2849) (1674)
("buns") (10668) (9676), ("bureau") (16266) (17318)
("Burke") (10722) (15431), ("Burlington") (7894) (16161)
("burns") (13536) (740), ("Burren") (1288) (6640)
("bus") (1496) (18271), ("BUS") (17385) (18271)
("Bush") (6984) (3471), ("busier") (3147) (8129)
("Business") (6737) (5541), ("businessman") (18172) (3390)
("busses") (6228) (7630), ("busstop") (17817) (17940)
("busting") (5053) (4852), ("busy") (2661) (10169)
("But") (4589) (8455), ("Butler") (3814) (6143)
("Butlins") (4316) (8454), ("butt") (16566) (7569)
("Buttery") (8960) (10994), ("buttons") (10287) (6039)
("buying") (8707) (14478), ("buzzed") (15657) (1850)
("BW") (12764) (10489), ("By") (6267) (8446)
("Byrne") (12321) (10311), ("C") (5302) (12362)
("cab") (2685) (9561), ("cabaret") (6303) (6764)
("cabin") (7175) (11476), ("cabinets") (12488) (15209)
("Cabs") (15779) (15993), ("Caesar") (4337) (10619)
("Cafe") (3303) (7325), ("cafe’s") (7653) (3671)
("cage") (12695) (10442), ("Cahernane") (1995) (1303)
("caked") (17016) (90), ("caliber") (11503) (12807)
"catalogue"(11756),"Catch"(16019),"cater"(14698),"catering"(3938),(12882)
"cathedral"(2136),(2299),"catherine"(17823),(17946)
"caught"(5247),(16555),"cauliflower"(11000),(14752)
"causes"(16964),(7791),"Causeway"(15245),(16728)
"Cavan"(1726),(14749),"Cave"(15241),(17200)
"cavery"(17572),(13519),"caves"(15804),(16045)
"CDs"(10058),"CD's"(10058),(10347)
"ceased"(17684),(4380),"Cecilia"(2609),(10440)
"ceiling"(6801),(460),"celebrate"(1116),(1981)
"celebrations"(11635),(12749),"celebrity"(11468),(14336)
"Cellar"(2608),(11878),"Celtic"(10936),(14983)
"cemetery"(7093),(3971),"cental"(8484),(4252)
"centers"(13950),(16154),"central"(1101),(10533)
"centrally-located"(16155),(14946),"Centre"(1406),(6084)
"centres"(3302),(7801),"century"(11689),(17038)
"cereal"(5487),(3369),"cereal"(6898),(16255)
"ceremony"(5725),(4593),"cerials"(15084),(7702)
"certainly"(1165),(6616),"certainly"(17758),(1664)
"chains"(12000),(16447),"chains"(6619),(7308)
"chalets"(7456),(4238),"challenged"(2670),(1380)
"chambermaids"(10759),(11937),"champagne"(147),(11550)
"championship"(5668),(7198),"chance"(815),(15586)
"chandeliers"(7984),(13975),"changed"(3699),(18034)
"Changing"(4939),(15652),"Channel"(14274),(12287)
"chaotic"(4665),(5494),"chapel"(15145),(12093)
"character"(1846),(6338),"characteristic"(12500),(16532)
"charge"(2932),(1768),"chargeable"(8357),(10791)
"chargers"(7500),(8783),"charging"(1014),(226)
"Charleville"(3299),(2617),"charm"(299),(16116)
"charming"(71),(11670),"charmingly"(16528),(17729)
"competetive" 8279 (14536), "competition" 5705 (7797)  
"competitors" 11416 (14251), "complain" 6976 (291)  
"complaining" 2484 (3263), "complaint" 4495 (5398)  
"complementary" 5925 (14815), "complemented" 4535 (2123)  
"completed" 5319 (13739), "completely" 9041 (11171)  
"completly" 1388 (498), "compliant" 16958 (7781)  
"compliment" 4929 (870), "Complimentary" 1031 (5436)  
"Compliments" 3217 (2117), "compte" 9962 (5670)  
"comprehension" 17718 (11644), "comprised" 8252 (11684)  
"compromised" 16197 (12637), "compulsory" 11382 (5562)  
"contemporary" 6147 (3959), "con" 10827 (13585)  
"conceivable" 13445 (16356), "concentrated" 9073 (14198)  
"concerning" 10875 (13896), "Concert" 5006 (6323)  
"Concierge" 2738 (5640), "concierges" 11346 (6983)  
"Conclusion" 14132 (17594), "concrete" 6418 (9386)  
"condescending" 2915 (7858), "condition" 4879 (2832)  
"conditioning" 7312 (9469), "conditions" 726 (3868)  
"conducive" 7412 (8875), "conducted" 17315 (2178)  
"conferencing" 17789 (17912), "confidence" 10493 (15915)  
"confined" 12103 (16142), "confirmation" 666 (705)  
"confrontation" 17967 (13674), "confronted" 14518 (1464)  
"confusion" 10725 (11430), "congealed" 15029 (7495)  
"congrats" 17913 (17996), "congratulated" 6033 (12453)  
"congregated" 17081 (2949), "conjunction" 11663 (14056)  
"connection" 4222 (10901), "connectivity" 6155 (3967)  
"Connell" 7486 (10558), "Connemara" 309 (18245)  
"Connolly" 6753 (15359), "Connor" 2092 (907)  
"Cons" 7498 (16302), "conscience" 9130 (13478)  
"consequence" 11378 (5311), "Consequently" 16216 (17614)  
"consider" 4493 (14111), "considerable" 8918 (14367)  
"considered" 7978 (15627), "Considering" 5816 (10605)
"dehydrated") (18476) (13206), ("Deirdre") (6663) (11813)
("delays") (9313) (12480), ("delegates") (9777) (13884)
("delicate") (11525) (8221), ("Delicious") (2128) (14842)
("delight") (2948) (966), ("Delighted") (7226) (10671)
("delights") (7143) (10274), ("deliver") (7604) (11789)
("delivers") (8698) (8327), ("delph") (12327) (10323)
("delux") (3288) (14866), ("deluxe") (775) (6947)
("demanded") (370) (6577), ("demands") (14546) (16319)
("demonstrated") (12411) (12499), ("Den") (13395) (15200)
("Denmark") (5124) (3449), ("dent") (5442) (10603)
("denying") (15231) (16711), ("departed") (10762) (16273)
("departs") (10025) (5783), ("departures") (6403) (5347)
("depends") (14770) (1347), ("deposit") (9257) (42)
("depressed") (4296) (12533), ("deprivation") (18525) (13328)
("depth") (14825) (17108), ("Deputy") (14179) (17637)
("Derek") (6247) (4014), ("Derg") (8532) (6361)
("Derrynane") (6743) (6848), ("descend") (15954) (16413)
("describe") (1469) (1065), ("describes") (6787) (9060)
("desert") (5002) (11783), ("deserts") (9901) (16934)
("deserves") (4696) (8100), ("design") (1045) (6431)
("designer") (4745) (10419), ("designs") (14679) (13316)
("desk") (4145) (12363), ("desks") (7682) (9274)
("desperation") (12514) (16550), ("Despite") (9431) (14902)
("Desserts") (13079) (14706), ("destination") (5566) (2729)
("detail") (83) (5776), ("detailing") (16366) (472)
("deter") (7948) (8898), ("deteriorated") (16142) (6115)
("detox") (12878) (15848), ("detracted") (15982) (9738)
("developed") (11712) (13766), ("developers") (5764) (3576)
("device") (13207) (7415), ("devine") (1255) (941)
("diabetic") (18289) (589), ("diagonally") (15851) (10247)
("Diane") (11674) (14072), ("diary") (17900) (17989)
"Did" (5050) (14779), "didint" (13596) (7104)
"Didn????????t" (15502) (9481), "dinn" (13593) (7099)
"didn" (4496) (17054), "dint" (10240) (10046)
"diesel" (15948) (7401), "dietary" (12144) (9318)
"differant" (6341) (6793), "difference" (6041) (15691)
"differently" (13413) (17685), "difficult" (4801) (18291)
"difficult" (15407) (9519), "digging" (18411) (2922)
"digusting" (9135) (13491), "diluted" (17602) (13572)
"diminished" (12384) (9699), "dimmed" (10416) (8196)
"Dined" (9472) (13687), "Diner" (10050) (10329)
"dingle" (6402) (6111), "dining" (678) (14704)
"diningroom" (12054) (8281), "Dinner" (1928) (8822)
"Diners" (5025) (10739), "dinning" (11565) (16007)
"dips" (10162) (6179), "direct" (6132) (8361)
"directions" (1981) (17682), "directly" (3226) (15609)
"directors" (17134) (16072), "dirt" (307) (6612)
"dirty" (9269) (169), "DIRTY" (16667) (169)
"disadvantage" (5948) (4381), "disagree" (7378) (13268)
"disapointing" (5297) (8787), "disappear" (16499) (15935)
"disappoint" (1987) (780), "Disappointed" (11961) (17050)
"disappointment" (4646) (1725), "disappoints" (12676) (10412)
"disasterous" (5268) (4524), "disastrous" (2277) (357)
"discerning" (4379) (3121), "disco" (4256) (5280)
"disconcerting" (11622) (8356), "discos" (16957) (7779)
"discourage" (4874) (1496), "discourteous" (15035) (200)
"discovering" (12134) (14551), "discreet" (2292) (3448)
"discretion" (13417) (16331), "discuss" (555) (3787)
"discussions" (13575) (5162), "discusting" (16317) (3098)
"disgraceful" (13785) (4866), "disgruntled" (3787) (1338)
"disgusting" (1184) (1876), "disgustingly" (16140) (126)
"dishevelled" (17803) (17926), "disimproved" (10198) (6250)
"enormous" (3417) (13624), "ego" (15249) (16734)
"Eight" (15453) (17749), "Eileen" (6084) (2732)
"either" (5392) (9652), "elaborate" (10913) (14349)
"elderly" (1488) (1200), "Eldons" (4978) (2650)
"electrical" (2076) (9449), "electrics" (14725) (13278)
"elegant" (9268) (13859), "elo" (4586) (2360)
"elemis" (9085) (14216), "elephants" (15588) (13409)
"elevators" (2718) (14969), "eleven" (14544) (14592)
"Eliza" (15806) (16049), "Elizalodge" (15280) (16766)
"elses" (1868) (1989), "elsewhere" (13266) (5100)
"em" (13820) (14324), "Email" (13261) (5092)
"emanating" (13784) (10586), "embarrassing" (14056) (11810)
"embarrassed" (620) (3148), "embarrassment" (14758) (7771)
"embassy" (15766) (8579), "Emer" (2091) (906)
"emergency" (875) (653), "emotional" (9979) (5694)
"emphasize" (6243) (6100), "employed" (12155) (8391)
"employing" (6492) (6567), "emptied" (1511) (1082)
"en" (3007) (15073), "en-route" (15239) (16721)
"enable" (14065) (15128), "enables" (12317) (10304)
"enclosed" (12752) (16895), "Encore" (13846) (17385)
"encourage" (4705) (4483), "encourages" (16768) (17769)
"end" (2708) (15939), "end&quot" (9137) (13493)
"ending" (9818) (13778), "endlessly" (11477) (7038)
"endured" (14659) (2310), "energetic" (3322) (9058)
"enforced" (14734) (18208), "engaged" (4136) (1568)
"engineer" (15179) (332), "England" (5186) (13101)
"enhance" (15111) (12069), "enjoy" (405) (11243)
"Enjoyable" (11030) (14796), "Enjoyed" (461) (7384)
"Ennis" (2623) (16416), "Enniscorthy" (14502) (16660)
"enormous" (380) (660), "enough" (652) (9881)
"enquire" (1732) (651), "enquiries" (13890) (13156)
"invited" (5062) (3115), "invoice" (3708) (9446)
"involving" (4753) (2362), "ipod" (7940) (18248)
"ireland" (5956) (10480), "Ireland-" (15740) (13496)
"Ireland’s" (10514) (16919), "Irelands" (9674) (7764)
"irish" (1049) (8576), "Irish???????" (5397) (2799)
"Irishman" (10336) (9853), "Iron" (9575) (13203)
"ironically" (17282) (10455), "Ironing" (5899) (11096)
"irritating" (11966) (9377), "irritations" (15109) (9593)
"isn’t" (18378) (2875), "Isaac’s" (6495) (7211)
"Island" (1844) (7737), "Islands" (240) (9971)
"Isn’t" (3780) (16522), "isn’t" (9513) (12929)
"Issue" (12480) (16521), "issues" (6491) (15164)
"It" (1512) (3421), "it’s" (8996) (2691)
"it’s" (10539) (12194), "it’s" (3144) (321)
"Italian" (5332) (15630)
"itching" (18042) (158), "item" (7388) (11428)
"Its" (1485) (12255), "ITS" (6194) (12255)
"Iv" (8671) (4987), "Ive" (10682) (14221)
"J" (8165) (6585), "jaccuzi" (16297) (18548)
"jacket" (3181) (9149), "Jackie" (16359) (14679)
"Jacksons" (7967) (5625), "jacquzzi" (17471) (18357)
"jacuzzi" (9273) (5949), "jaded" (10990) (16968)
"James" (10314) (2270), "Jameson" (2250) (7453)
"jams" (3320) (973), "jan" (14839) (17313)
"January" (13906) (16922), "jar" (14240) (15099)
"jaunt" (11375) (5154), "Jaunting" (12264) (10203)
"jazz" (9155) (4793), "Jazz" (13232) (9936)
"jelly" (6352) (6809), "Jenny" (9005) (4440)
"Jessica" (9650) (5290), "jet-lagged" (10975) (14739)
"jetted" (15724) (15977), "jewellery" (16559) (7554)
"JJ" (17178) (18490), "Joan" (14840) (17315)
"Mint" (17705) (6436), "memorabilia" (6520) (11288)
"men" (2837) (4534), "Menlo" (6255) (2577)
"mention" (1213) (2466), "Mentioned" (17231) (5443)
"Menu" (7087) (15249), "menu’s" (12115) (11440)
"Mercedes" (12678) (10414), "mere" (10299) (12864)
"Merlot" (8230) (4908), "Merriman" (13093) (17347)
"merry" (4275) (16851), "Mespil" (1350) (15877)
"messages" (7624) (13941), "messing" (3836) (3634)
"metal" (1382) (8587), "metered" (15864) (12400)
"meticulously" (4760) (2430), "metres" (4856) (11419)
"metropole" (18431) (14888), "Mews" (11632) (16279)
"Mezz" (9241) (6109), "Mezzanine" (13428) (16339)
"Michael" (45) (7613), "Michael's" (15818) (16074)
"mezzanine" (5882) (7657), "Mick" (15356) (16857)
"Mid" (15113) (12072), "mid-August" (15431) (9559)
"mid-morning" (6251) (2383), "mid-week" (5607) (8499)
"middle-aged" (17201) (18513), "middling" (7191) (5918)
"midnight" (3828) (13372), "midst" (8174) (9250)
"Midweek" (16926) (18168), "might" (4980) (12059)
"Milan" (12240) (10167), "mild" (5969) (11968)
"mildly" (1687) (468), "Mile" (13721) (11391)
"Milk" (5274) (4545), "mill" (5310) (13610)
"millennium" (14416) (17432), "Mills" (12768) (10494)
"Millrace" (5026) (11735), "mills" (16221) (15947)
"mind" (5038) (13083), "minded" (12360) (15566)
"mine" (6943) (13828), "Minella" (8840) (5251)
"mini" (1391) (16800), "mini-bar" (5289) (3742)
"miniature" (13578) (5720), "Minibar" (9998) (5727)
"minimalist" (2531) (6423), "minimise" (16907) (18149)
"Minnies" (12828) (15796), "Minor" (5313) (6706)
"Mint" (6691) (13701), "mintues" (12182) (13662)
"nationals" (14606) (13183), "nations" (14862) (17215)

"Natural" (10607) (15375), "naturally" (12572) (16276)

"nav" (14650) (16498), "navigate" (12042) (14391)

"nd" (2971) (4414), "near" (2105) (9068)

"nearer" (6364) (4761), "nearing" (18503) (13244)

"necessary" (16245) (15684), "necessity" (9334) (15446)

"Need" (2905) (15650), "needed" (1925) (12781)

"needless" (278) (3440), "needn’t" (10858) (6822)

"negative" (1651) (17265), "negatively" (6995) (4045)

"negativity" (18191) (4564), "neglect" (2644) (2459)

"negotiating" (13822) (14328), "neice" (17079) (2945)

"neighboring" (14503) (16663), "neighbour" (5732) (8108)

"Neil" (13724) (13731), "neither" (6763) (2074)

"Nenagh" (18161) (2979), "nephew" (10104) (8754)

"Nesbitt" (15021) (8980), "nest" (18075) (1878)

"Netherlands" (9193) (4830), "network" (7521) (8685)

"Never" (1215) (883), "Nevertheless" (2069) (3195)

"Newcastle" (11261) (16138)

"newish" (15564) (17109), "newly" (1381) (16352)

"newness" (8541) (6371), "Newport" (6789) (3094)

"newsagents" (11653) (14038), "Newspapers" (4434) (2027)

"NEXT" (15540) (9612), "nextdoor" (8634) (11153)

"Niamh" (11055) (14826), "nibbles" (9686) (13150)

"NICE" (12724) (10454), "nice" (8223) (13737)

"nicest" (58) (1186), "nicely" (12703) (10453)

"niggle" (2214) (5815), "nigglings" (10029) (5791)

"NIGHT" (2437) (5315), "Night" (4853) (5315)

"night-time" (12052) (8279), "nightly" (13792) (10596)

"nightcaps" (15785) (16005), "Nightclub" (1945) (1985)

"Nightlife" (12777) (10508), "nightmare" (1929) (921)

"Nights" (13995) (11448), "nights" (11785) (7424)
"outage" (8436) (14661), "outdated" (329) (195)
peaceful
PC
pavlova
Paula
Patsy
Patrick

Panicked
parkland
park

Parents
Paradiso
Paramount

Parties
Partial
Particular

Parlour
Parrot

Passion
Passed
Parts
Partly
Partied
Particular

Partial
Participants
Particularly

Paried
Parlies
Partys

Pasture
Pasta

Passengers
Pay
Pat

Patricks

Paninis
Panelling

Pans
Papers

Pans
Patios

Panelling
Panorama
Panama

Panorama
Panes

Pancakes
Pantry

Partys
Party

Pastoral
Particularly

Patchy
Patios

Patch
Patchy

Patched
Patch

Patchy
Patchy

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch

Patch
Patch
"peacocks" (11086) (14847), "pealing" (15554) (33)
"Pearl" (6504) (7240), "peas" (11373) (5084)
"pedestal" (7890) (13843), "pedestrianised" (12851) (15820)
"pee" (15045) (8663), "peeked" (17849) (3345)
"peep" (8858) (5892), "peice" (15213) (16692)
"penalised" (12337) (10346), "pencil" (14964) (12039)
"penne" (14074) (15141), "peninsula" (12616) (17152)
"Penny" (15783) (16001), "penthouse" (2830) (11139)
"people" (12491) (16526), "people" (17531) (18405)
"peppercorn" (14059) (11816), "Peppers" (17177) (18489)
"perched" (14630) (17520), "Perfect" (735) (8303)
"perfectly" (311) (7620), "perform" (16590) (2094)
"performers" (16652) (17669), "perfume" (16014) (7452)
"peril" (17255) (155), "period" (2929) (8874)
"perks" (4913) (5460), "permanent" (3309) (3249)
"permit" (12930) (15033), "permitted" (11291) (9261)
"Perrotts" (9754) (13858), "persistent" (17226) (3319)
"Personal" (6302) (6761), "personalised" (13416) (17687)
"personally" (2095) (12095), "personel" (15517) (12145)
"persons" (1509) (7810), "persuade" (16492) (12927)
"peruse" (6507) (7249), "pesto" (17725) (11657)
"petit" (4759) (2277), "pets" (16062) (18438)
"phenomenal" (10661) (13757), "phew" (12416) (16491)
"philosophy" (17268) (5346), "Phoenix" (6846) (5782)
"phonecalls" (15185) (8374), "Phoned" (16714) (5314)
"photo's" (8494) (6324), "photograph" (10400) (16236)
"photos" (3641) (1898), "Phyllis" (10611) (15379)
"piano" (2443) (13000), "pic" (12903) (15875)
"Picked" (16622) (15494), "picks" (3223) (6960)
"pics" (8189) (12027), "picture" (12520) (16627)
"Pie" (5394) (3824), "piece" (3884) (7329)
"pokey"\(\langle 521\rangle 6836,\langle" poky"\rangle 4564\langle 11573\rangle\)
"police"\(\langle 263\rangle 5514,\langle" policies"\rangle 16955\langle 7777\rangle\)
"polished"\(\langle 13778\rangle 17312,\langle" polite"\rangle 985\langle 6370\rangle\)
"politicians"\(\langle 18221\rangle 8766,\langle" pollution"\rangle 13589\langle 7090\rangle\)
"pong"\(\langle 7736\rangle 14496,\langle" Pontoon"\rangle 6837\langle 5780\rangle\)
"Pool"\(\langle 9833\rangle 5469,\langle" poor"\rangle 1627\langle 1694\rangle\)
"poorly"\(\langle 254\rangle 217,\langle" popcorn"\rangle 14632\langle 18534\rangle\)
"popularity"\(\langle 14733\rangle 17271,\langle" population"\rangle 10673\langle 9683\rangle\)
"porn"\(\langle 7677\rangle 8812,\langle" Porridge"\rangle 8613\langle 11136\rangle\)
"porter"\(\langle 1325\rangle 12380,\langle" porterage"\rangle 18196\langle 4572\rangle\)
"Porters"\(\langle 8679\rangle 13554,\langle" portions"\rangle 1082\langle 15080\rangle\)
"Portmarnock"\(\langle 5524\rangle 7405,\langle" Portovino"\rangle 11021\langle 14785\rangle\)
"Portumna"\(\langle 13903\rangle 14000,\langle" posed"\rangle 8344\langle 10772\rangle\)
"positioned"\(\langle 6290\rangle 1853,\langle" positions"\rangle 12694\langle 10441\rangle\)
"Positives"\(\langle 7278\rangle 8206,\langle" poss"\rangle 12868\langle 15837\rangle\)
"possibility"\(\langle 7349\rangle 4708,\langle" possibly"\rangle 1873\langle 11480\rangle\)
"postage"\(\langle 6286\rangle 2291,\langle" postcards"\rangle 12740\langle 12617\rangle\)
"posters"\(\langle 11915\rangle 16818,\langle" postings"\rangle 11969\langle 11959\rangle\)
"Pot"\(\langle 6525\rangle 11299,\langle" Potato"\rangle 18159\langle 2975\rangle\)
"potentially"\(\langle 11679\rangle 9034,\langle" potions"\rangle 12275\langle 10223\rangle\)
"Pound"\(\langle 8633\rangle 11152,\langle" pounding"\rangle 1830\langle 6518\rangle\)
"pouring"\(\langle 11120\rangle 14355,\langle" powder"\rangle 7630\langle 4615\rangle\)
"power-shower"\(\langle 12859\rangle 15828,\langle" powerful"\rangle 1098\langle 16867\rangle\)
"powerless"\(\langle 16996\rangle 329,\langle" powerscourt"\rangle 7880\langle 13833\rangle\)
"pppn"\(\langle 17365\rangle 18251,\langle" practical"\rangle 6659\langle 2932\rangle\)
"practise"\(\langle 17730\rangle 11663,\langle" praise"\rangle 995\langle 1051\rangle\)
"pram"\(\langle 3080\rangle 4847,\langle" prawn"\rangle 2518\langle 3818\rangle\)
"Pre"\(\langle 13627\rangle 13337,\langle" pre-arranged"\rangle 10531\langle 15295\rangle\)
"pre-booked"\(\langle 13708\rangle 16937,\langle" pre-dinner"\rangle 4141\langle 5577\rangle\)
"prebooked"\(\langle 9893\rangle 13935,\langle" preceded"\rangle 17838\langle 1679\rangle\)
"precise"\(\langle 6813\rangle 6952,\langle" precooked"\rangle 4363\langle 12052\rangle\)
("predominantly") (5492) (3379), ("prefect") (6253) (2414)
("preferred") (13723) (12438), ("preferences") (7139) (3985)
("pregnancy") (17763) (1669), ("prehaps") (18009) (18061)
("premises") (1670) (2109), ("preoccupied") (6542) (4055)
("prepared") (2538) (13885), ("pay") (13847) (17386)
("presentation") (3345) (16684), ("presented") (391) (3587)
("preserve") (16004) (11736), ("preserves") (8149) (9093)
("press") (9110) (9520), ("pressed") (2902) (3203)
("pressure") (4421) (11377), ("prestigious") (16524) (17725)
("presumed") (3062) (7161), ("pretend") (11698) (9577)
("pretensions") (13657) (13400), ("pretentious") (3419) (5089)
("prevailed") (17157) (18469), ("prevented") (13211) (15418)
("Previous") (13488) (15701), ("Previously") (15645) (15906)
("priceless") (13286) (13036), ("prices") (3620) (10284)
("pricier") (7131) (5895), ("pricy") (2031) (8192)
("primarily") (6570) (13082), ("prime") (6786) (14572)
("principal") (14975) (18462), ("principle") (3452) (959)
("printers") (12260) (10197), ("printout") (7353) (5592)
("priorities") (17108) (16017), ("Priority") (14963) (15457)
("private") (5176) (7607), ("privately") (5747) (12564)
("prize") (11736) (14453), ("pro") (7168) (11468)
("probably") (4330) (6613), ("probaly") (5416) (4298)
("problem") (18361) (862), ("problematic") (13092) (17345)
("proceeded") (17161) (18473), ("procedures") (5275) (4548)
("process") (4247) (5158), ("processing") (17538) (18409)
("producing") (5692) (12887), ("production") (8447) (8948)
("Professional") (13135) (13065), ("professionally") (10446) (9668)
("profile") (15563) (17107), ("profiteroles") (8828) (5201)
("program") (5937) (12328), ("programmed") (15505) (12126)
("progressed") (16577) (1029), ("prohibited") (17658) (17877)
("prom") (8936) (10956), ("prominent") (17156) (18468)
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("Quick") (10822) (9534), ("quickest") (16418) (18084)
("Quiet") (3667) (8307), ("quiet\&quot") (13089) (16990)
("quietest") (4637) (4386), ("quietness") (4406) (5608)
("quirkiness") (15124) (16912), ("quirky") (576) (10435)
("Quite") (11125) (14369), ("quiz") (16905) (18147)
("quoting") (13867) (6048), ("r") (5942) (12332)
("RAC") (18442) (5971), ("Race") (14562) (17621)
("Races") (10876) (13897), ("Racing") (8113) (17211)
("racket") (1954) (2985), ("rad") (17278) (5360)
("radiator") (1212) (17899), ("radiators") (583) (445)
("radios") (12688) (10433), ("Radission") (16056) (18433)
("Radissons") (14104) (15157), ("rads") (17554) (18421)
("raging") (5765) (3577), ("Raheen") (5215) (12006)
("railings") (16162) (14954), ("rails") (2783) (856)
("Rain") (15269) (16754), ("rainfall") (11658) (14047)
("rainshower") (10577) (15343), ("raise") (8806) (12042)
("rally") (14738) (18212), ("Ramada") (6850) (7863)
("Rambler") (8635) (11154), ("rammed") (18338) (827)
("Ramsay") (11294) (12561), ("Ramsays") (11672) (14070)
("ran") (5772) (420), ("randles") (10013) (5757)
("rang") (6653) (2207), ("ranged") (4047) (7967)
("ranked") (3820) (8706), ("ranks") (10820) (8638)
("rapidly") (12172) (16362), ("rare") (1099) (4689)
("rash") (18276) (250), ("rashers") (3372) (7849)
("rate") (2142) (13894), ("rate\&quot") (6232) (13806)
("Rathbaun") (11065) (14838), ("rather") (5384) (5188)
("rating") (647) (2692), ("ratio") (7436) (4202)
("rattling") (16936) (557), ("raucous") (15580) (18194)
("raving") (4809) (8705), ("raw") (663) (1729)
("Rd") (10929) (15194), ("RDS") (3469) (5877)
("re-book") (16637) (17654), ("re-done") (17452) (18338)
("serviced") (1652) (8138), ("Services") (14296) (15117)
("Serving") (8432) (14651), ("session") (7513) (4358)
("set-up") (10655) (12694), ("setanta") (13444) (16387)
("setting") (287) (8249), ("settings") (5724) (11263)
("setup") (11400) (11534), ("seven") (2185) (15678)
("several") (2276) (11427), ("severe") (2413) (7118)
("sewage") (14446) (4188), ("sewerage") (15659) (1852)
("shabby") (196) (8064), ("shack") (17269) (13258)
("shadow") (13925) (11667), ("shady") (7591) (2917)
("shakes") (16572) (9864), ("shaky") (12298) (10268)
("shambolic") (14723) (13274), ("shame") (6842) (3185)
("shamroos") (5422) (9451), ("shamrock") (14099) (15151)
("Shannon") (1613) (12469), ("shape") (5057) (5799)
("shared") (8892) (16318), ("sharing") (7382) (11994)
("shave") (1902) (5402), ("shaving") (12581) (17508)
("she’d") (2124) (7833), ("Shearings") (13434) (16345)
("sheen") (11605) (12849), ("sheer") (7932) (14234)
("sheets") (7350) (2551), ("Shelbourne") (7905) (1022)
("shell") (10105) (9707), ("sheltered") (16663) (17680)
("sheraton") (7145) (8120), ("Shieling") (12477) (16518)
("shifts") (11985) (12000), ("shines") (11589) (7188)
("ship") (7280) (9928), ("ships") (13067) (12850)
("shirts") (13155) (14435), ("shock") (338) (2752)
("Shocking") (10735) (8651), ("shoddy") (1041) (5383)
("shoes") (7529) (8958), ("shook") (1235) (1290)
("Shop") (4808) (11832), ("shopped") (5251) (8406)
("shops") (674) (8702), ("shore") (3640) (14821)
("Short") (7408) (8869), ("shortbread") (9707) (11270)
("shortly") (4367) (8599), ("shorts") (9414) (11949)
("Should") (3514) (8895), ("SHOULD") (11573) (8895)
("shouldn’t") (7765) (7442), ("shout") (2228) (8715)
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"""turn"") (4722) (13053), ""turn-down"”) (2475) (10410)
(""Turned"”) (12104) (16143), ""turning"”) (1344) (13365)
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